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INTRODUCTIOM 

The purpose of this investigation is to gain insight 

into the theory of nuolear structure and the theory ot 
resonances 1n scattering processes. 

Previous to the discovery of the neutron in 1931 by 

Chadwick, the nucleus was commonly supposed to be made up 

of electrons end protons, with possibly alpha pe.rtioles 

making up an intermediate building unit (Gamow). Among 

the d1ffioult1es which beset thie model for the nucleus 

were, e) it gave an incorrect value ror the spin of' H2 

and Nl4; b) 1.t gave incorrect statistics for these same 

two nuclei; c) the excess magnetic moment due to the 

electrons, over that of the protons, is not observed; 

d) using the observed value of the nuclear radius 

(about 10•12 om.). there would be required a well depth 

of approximately 200 Mev, plus binding ene?'gy, in order 

that the nucleus be stable; end e) it 1s impossible to 

construct a potential barrier wh1oh will hold the elect-

ron with the nucleus. 

The d1soovery of the neutron, however, resolved 

these difficulties; end new :theories for the structure 

of the nucleus appeared in 1932 and 1933, (1,2). The 

non-relativistic quantum-mechanics could now be applied 

with some confidence to the desov1pt1on of the nucleus. 

Before the finding of the neutron, howeve:r, the 



theory of slphe•decey wes adequately described using non-

relativistic quantum-mechanics, by Gamow, and by Condon 

Eind Gurney, (3,4). Both treatments are the same, and both 

assume e square-well of positive energy, connected with a 

coulomb potential outside the nucleus. 

In 1932 the treatment of the elpha-deoey problem was 

generalized by Casimir (5) to include an arbitrary po-

tential function inside the nucleus, instead of the equare-

well. The s1gnit1oanoe of the treatment by Casimir, was 

that it showed, in general, the.t solutions to the time-

dependent Scbrodinger equation exist, which exhibit the 

proper behavior in the course of time, independent of 

any assumption of a specific potential function. 

A review of the developments in the theory .of nuclear 

structure, pertinent to the previously stated purpose, 

will be presented in this thesis. ln Chapt. I will be 

given a qualitative study ot the presently accepted theory 

of nuclear structure. The theory will be developed from 

its inception by Bohr to the work of' Casimir. 

In Che.pt. II one ot the most significant steps in 

the development of the theory will be presented, and that 

1e the derivation of the dispersion formula, There have, 

at various times, been derived by different methods, many 

dispersion formulae, It 1s of interest to present sev-

eral of llhese derivations to show the essential differ-

Emcea, s1m1le.rities, and short-oomings of each. The deri-

vetions included are those of: Kapur and Pe1erls, 
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Siegert., Wisner, and Bethe. 

Since these many dispersion formulae exist, end sre 

essentially ~like, 1t is of significance to find experi• 

mental verification tor them. Chapt. III will be devoted 

to e2tamining the work done toward verifying the fomulne 
experimentally. To this end, two essentially different 

phenomena are e~amined: the total cross-seot1on mea-

surements, and measurements involving the angular d1a• 

tribution of the reaction products of the L17 (p,He4 )ne4 

ree.otions are examined. 

The impossibility of writing the wave-f'unotions for 

oompliceted nuclei, bas precluded anr success in attemp• 

ting to oelculate, from the dispersion formulae, the 

various cross-sections. 

The summing of the results in the .form of con-

olusions nnd comments, will be presented in Chept. IV. 

In so far as was possible th~ notation of the 

original authors has been used in the formalism. Time-

independent wave functions have been used with only one 

exception .. The exception ie in the work of Cesimir, end 

no confusion should result from this one case. i'he 

notation employed in each section is defined at the 

beginning of that section. 



CHAPTER I 

•DEVELOPMENT OF THE THEORY-

iA) Qualitative Description 

E~rly studies in the scattering of alpha-particles 

srtd interpretation of line-spectra., established the ex-

istence of the positively charged nucleus, (6). These 

early studies resulted in the old quantum theory and the 

Rutherford scattering law. The Rutherford scattering 

law involved only clessioal concepts. This law was later 

to give much valuable information oonoern1ng the nucleus, 

when the scattering deviated from that predicted,, (7). 

The existence of strong, short-range forces is inferred 

f'rom these deviations (im-.imolous scattering), as v1ell es 

a concept of radius of the nucleus. 

When the strong, short-range forces were established, 

much speoulat1on and e.t':f'ort was put forth, to give the 

nucleus s "structure" • .From these effox-ta and subse-

quent experiments oame the realization of the existence 

of the proton and the neutron in the nucleus, bu·t the 

"nuclear structure" remained eomewbat nebulous as to its 

description. Many experiments we:re devised to gain in• 

sight 1nto the formation of the nucleus, but scattering 

experiments remain one of the primary sources of knowl• 

edge concerning the nucleus • 

.Many models were proposed to explain the gree. t 

stability of the nucleus, and among these were the elect-



ron-proton model, proton-neutron, and various combinations 

or these. The great success of quantum-mechanics in 

explaining the atomic structure, and associated spectral 

phenomena, led some to try to develop the theory of the 

nucleus in a manner a1milar to the atom (ae a whole). 

The method used with the atom usually involved e.n ap-

proximation which reduced the quantum-meohanicel problem 

to an ttequivalent« one-body problem (Hartree Method). 

It was pointed out by Bohr (8) 1 early in the study 

of nuclear processes, that the nuclear processes could 

not 1n any approximation be treated as a one-body 

problem. The existence of la~ge nuolenr forces, whose 

range was of the same order of magnitude as the distance 

between the particles within the nuoleus, required the 

itmany ... body" approach. In the absence of an exeot, meny-

body theory, this means a statistioel theory. In e.d-

d1 t1on to being lsrge, the forces between nucleons ex-

hibit a saturation character, in suoh a way that the 

interaction between one particle and the whole nucleus 

is of the same order of magnitude as the interaction ot 

only a r ew ps.rtiales inside the nucleus ( ~ 8 ?tev). The 

energy of the interaction may be much larg~r than the 

energy of an incident particle, whereas in atomic scat-

tering problems, the energy ot interaction may usually 

be treated as a small perturbation. 

Since the interaction between the individual par-

ticles 1s large, it rarely happens that a particle in-



oident upon the nucleus, in such a manner that specifically 

nuclear forces are involved, suffers an elastic collison. 

If a particle falls upon the nucleus, the probability of 

its passing through the nucleus with no chenge in energy 

1s extremely minute because the average distance between 

th9 particles of the nuoleu.s is of the same order of 

magnitude as the range of the forces. Since the forces 

ere large, eny interaction will be a large one. 

Consider a particle which 1s incident upon the 

nucleus. As it approaches, it will interact stro11gly 

with a few particles and exchange part of' its energy. 

Suooeseive interactions with other particles will cause 

other energy exchanges. Eventually the energy orig1nelly 

possessed b;y the incident particle will be distributed 

among ell of the particles of the nucleus and the in-

cident particle, Only- after a lapse of t:tme will enough 

energy be concentrated, by aooident, upon one particle 

so that 1t may esoe.pe from the nucleus. 

!l.1he particle which escapes need not be the same one 

which entered the nucleus, nor even the same kind. The 

energy of the escaping particle need not be the same as 

the ente:d:ng particle, even it it is the eeme kind. Only 

in the case of the same kind ot escaping particle, ,!!1!! 

the state of the nucleus being ur1cha11ged, may we speak 

of nn elastic collision. 

It is evident that the time spent in the nucleus 

by the particle mny be relatively long. It may be quite 



large compared to the time necessary for the particle to 

traverse the nucleus without interaction. Assuming a 

neutron w1 th. energy 1 Mev, the neoease.ry time to tra-

verse an average sized nucleus ("" 2 x 10-12cm.} would 

be ..vl.4 x 10•2lsec. The lifetime of the combined atete 

(average time spent in the nucleus) tor a neutron 

emission is ,_. 5 x 1o•l4sec. Clearly this is a difference 

of a factor of 107 in the orders of magnitude. It is 

quite evident that this long life-time represents s 

relatively stable situation within the nucleus. (The 

factor may be made more evident if' the two times are 

raised by a factor of 1021, the comparison is then 

1.4 sec. to 9 .. a yrs.} 

It is quite clear that any description of a nuclear 

process, scattering or transmutation, must include this 

relatively stable situation. This combined., stable stntet 

is given the name ttoompound nucleus". It is oleo called 

"intermediate state", "quasi-stationEry stat,e 11 snd a 

"virtual staten .. 

The description of a nuoleer collison will now 

logically be described as a two etep process. The first 

step being the formation of the compound nuoleua and the 

aeoond being the "rsdioactiva" decay of the compound 

nucleus. Symbolically the prooess is described ae: 

A + B ..,, c*- .P + Q, (*-aenotes excited state) 

where the particles, A., fall on the nucleus, B, in the 

target, to form the compound nucleus c*. c* subsequently 



disintegrates into the residual nucleus P and particles Q. 

Eior a glven A end B there may be many different l) and Q. 

A and l3 ma;:r or may not be simple particles (pro.tons, 

neutrons, etc.). 

An example of d1i'f'erent end products for the same 

reacting components would be: 

1' -+ a li 7 _., 4 B:, If H -t :;, f/t,:, 4 

end 
S if 7 

1' -+ a l..i 7 4 Be 4 Be -+ 

~'he energy at which either of th.ese reactions stnrt 

to take place is dependent upon the L17 nucleus, but the 

relative yield is a function of the energy of the bom• 

barding particle. Along with the two previous reactions 

might be given an example of the asme end-proa'ucta but 

different reseting components: 

Another type of inelastic collision will take place 

under very ppeoial conditions, that is the simple capture 

process. In. this type of reaction the compound nucleus 

does not decay, but is stable. A gamma-ray may be emitted 

and the process ia then knovm as ":radiative-os.pture"• 

In this case the state is no longer "virtual" or "ques1-

stationo.ryr1. 

'!'he description of the nucleus and nuolenr processes 



has so tar been very qualitative in chsracter. To make 

the description more quantitative, the model must be 

given some oharacter1stics which are amenable to the 

mathematical methods available. 1be success of the de-

scription of the atomic model again leads to the assump-

tion ot a discrete energy spectrum for the nucleus. 

The assumption of the discrete spectrum is not 

merely a convenience, because there is atrong ev1denoe from 

experiments for its existence. The relatively complete 

monoohromaticity of observed alphe and gamma rays 1n 

various decay processes wa.s the first evidence of this 

discret,e spectrum ars.d is still one o.f the principle 

sources of informat1on about the spectrum. 7he euocess 

of theories tor bete-decay, based on the esaumpt1on of 

discrete level.a, (snd a third particle. the neutrino) 

lend weight to the assumption ot e d1saX'ete spectrum. 

The agreement of the beta.-decay theories with experiment 

cannot, in themselves:, be considevecl too conclusive. 

An example of a decay scheme, exhiµiting the dis-

crete character is illustrated below: 

ThC -..-----==--
Th c' 

This decay soheme also serves to illustrate the immense 

cpmplex1ty whioh is both expected nnd observed. The 



oomplexity may be anticipated from the strong coupling 

between ~articles. It would be highly improbable that 

a single particle would be excited very much without 

exciting several other particles. Ii' there were no inter-

action, there would bee large number of energy levels 

in the nucleus, corresponding to tbe various distri-

butions or the excitation energy among several particles. 

In addition there would be levels corresponding to the 

excitation of tt s1ngle per-tiole. l3ut the particles do 

interact e.nd stronglyJ therefore the levels do not .fall 

into classes acoordlng to the excits.t1on of one, two, 

or more particles. For any arbitrary state, tho ex-

citation energy will be for a time concentrated on one 

particle, then perhaps another, then perhaps shared by 

two or more, eto. If it were possible to write the 

eigenfunctions of the nuclear states, it would be 

possible to calculate the probability of the energy 

being in any particular distribution. 

Because of the large number of posaibilitiea for 

the distributing of the energy among the pnrticlea, 

there will be a large number ot energy levels associated 

with the nucleus. The levels vdll also, in general, 

be degenerate. 

As a trrough picture" of the nucleus, one may imagine 

an aggregate of' billiard balls connected by short heavy 

springs and exhibiting rotational degrees of freedom as 

well as vibrational. The balls must heve the propert1 



of being able to exchange places, interact mngnetioa.lly, 

as well ns electr1oall?J and when a p~ev1ously unbound 

ball approaches close enough, a new spring becomes avail-

able to bind it into the group. This "picture" must not 

be taken too literally, but it aervea to illustrate the 

complexity of the problem i'ac1ngnuolenr physicists. 

It 1s known that, with reasonable aoouracy-, the 

potential energy acting on a nuclear particle may be 

represented by a simple reotnngular hole (or square-

well), (9). In such a hole the energy levels of the 

individual particles ~re almost uniformly distributed 

from the bottom of the hole to the top (actually the 

density varies es Eff where Eis measured from the 

botto1n of the hole). The depth of the hole is about 

18 Mev. Since tho binding energy of the most loosely 

uound particle is "'8 Mev, the hole is normally tilled 

up to 8 Mev from the top. There is a large number of 

empty levels between this energy s.nd the top. 

Now consider a state of the nucleus which has, for 

instance, 6 Mev :more energy than the gx,ound state. Such 

a state mey be obtained by exoit1ng one particle by 

6 Mev and leaving the remainder unexcited. Equally well 

the state mey be obtained by exciting two, three, or more 

particles. As many as ten excited psrticles would be 

possible. It is clear that the variety of ways in which 

a given excitation energy may be shared among the 

part1olea is very large, whereas the oonf1gurat1on whereby 



only one particle is excited is only a single possi-

bility. In the actual case there 1s interaction between 

the individual particles, which causes a mixing of the 

eigenfunctions of the va~ioua levels, therefore each 

level is of mixed character. The 6Jmct probablli ty of 

a pe.rtioulsr distribution of the energy could be de-

duced f'rom the e1genfunot1ons of the nuolesr state. The 

number or energ1 levels for the tntoleus as a whole 1s 

seen to be very large and their epaolng small, in fact 

very much smeller th.an the spacing of the levels for the 

individual particles would be, 

It is very easy to imagine now that if the nucleus 

were excited by an energy greeter than the disaooia.-tion 

energy ( -"'8 Mev) that there exists many dist:r1butions of 

the energy in which no one pa.:rticle 1s exoi ted by as much 

~s $ ?aev. 

It may be. concluded then, that apai•t from a dia-

integra.tion. (rare event), s nucleus has a se1~1es of 

closely spaced energy levels which have essentially the 

same oharacter both above and belo-..v the dissociation 

energy. Furthermore, the oharacte1" of these levels will be 

oht,,nged markedly only when the excitation energy 1s of 

the order of a few Mev E!l.~ Rarticle in the nucleus. For 

an average nucleus this amounts to exo1tnt1on energies 

of the o.rder of 100 Mev, a value seldom realized until. 

recently. 

The compound nucleus has provided the moat char-



ecter1at1c feature ot nuoleer collisions. The compound 

nucleus is responsible for the phenomenon of resonance. 

If the energy of the incident particle is such that the 

total energy of th.e systelll is just equal. or nearly equal•, 

to one of the enez•gy levels of the compound nucleus, the 

probability of the formation of the compound nucleus is 

much gree.ter than if the energy falls between that of the 

levels. This may be seen in the calculation of the 

quantum meoha.nicel current through a. potential bs.r1•ier. 

The current exhibits sharp minima for those energies 

nee,r tb.e virtual states, (10). 

The stud1 of 1•esommoe phenomena is one of the most 

1mportent in the study of nuoleer p1•ocesses. First or 
!ill, from the resonanoea may be deduced the tlpeoing of 

the levels. the spacing, ae a function of the msss num• 

ber and the exo1 t~ tion energy will p1~ovid a check on 

the theor1es of nuolesr structure. 

lt is clear et this point that the compound state, 

aa described above, is not defined by that description, (ll). 

The ooncept of a level sho·uld be made clear, as well 

as that of' a nvirtual" level. The usual idea is to carry 

over the idea of emission probability for photons from 

the atom to the nucleus. 

Consider the excited electronic states of an e.tom 

which can emit photons o.f several different wave lengths 

by mak:1.ng optical transitions. i'his can be desor1bed 

quantitatively with the Einstein emission probabilities, 
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without qunntum mechanics. It 1s considered that the 

electro11s "Jumptt from one level to another with the 

simultaneous emission o:f a photon. It is then said that 

tb.e level "width" is increased because the level is not 

e. reel, stationary level, and thst the emitted 1ines will 

be '1.ruzzy". The argument is then justified by en a.ppeal 

to the indeterminacy relation. In reality the word 

level has been used in two wn:ys. As an electronic energy 

state, the interaction with the radistion was negleoted 

end the atomic system pictured e.e an idee.lized mechanical 

unit. This usage of "level" is quite clear since thf!I 

level lios in the discrete spectr1.un ea 1 t should. A 

diffuse ( or '•fuzzy''} level on the other h~nd 1 s not e. 

level of an atomic system e.lo:ne but of the atomic syatem 

plt1~ the re,diation field. This kind or level is not well• 

defined in the <;lescription ef virtual states. 

VJeisskopf end Wigner (12), he.ve shown the.t if £n atom 

is put into an exoi ted state, j, so the t it S.s definitely-

1n that excited stste, j, at a titue t = o, then et later 

times there is e.n exponentially decaying probability- of' 

the atom being in that excited state, j, end s. growing 

probsh111ty for the lower atomic states 1, k., l, •••• , 

plus photons of cor1-1esponding energies. It was ahown 

that the bend or photons had an intensity d1stribut1on of 

the typical resonance type: 

where! 



with the peak at the emission center Eji• The hP-lf 

width of the line (width at half-maximum intensity) 

2( /1 i +- r k t r1) was shom1 to be the sum of the hslf-

'flidths due to the separate emissions., ji., Jk, jl., with 

the emission probab1li tie,s 2 r i, 2 fk, 2 /i • '.l'hey elso 
-;- T 

explained that for the oom2ound system (atom plus radi• 

ation field), the energy of the initial state (no photons., 

atom in state., j,) is not sharp but has a width connected 

by the indeterminnncy relation. 

This usually takes the fox-ma 
IJI:, LJ t Ii/~ 

then 
2 (1Je) = */rtJtJ 

If ( LJ t) is ta.ken e.s the smallest time available 1n wh1cb 

to make a measux-ement, or the mean life or the stete, 

if 2 f\ i a the em1 ss1 on probab1lt ty per seo, --C may be -1; 

and 

written as: z.!} = .f: . t " ([) E)need only be taken 

as (' 1 to get 

This concept of "leveltt end width r.my be ca1•ried over 

to nucloa1~ t1•nnsi tions, with the follov11ng observe.t1ona 

.and caution@: 

a. ti"ucleo.r resonances o:f' ten overltap, and coupling 

th1"ough emission may be expected to be £1,equent. 

b. The direct change of one photon into another 

zoa.y be explained in termn of' aeporate emissions and 



absorptions. Such s1mplif1o~tion in the nuclear oese 

1s not possible. Also direct transitions between states 

1n the oontinuum are possible, in nuclear transitions. 

c. The effect of a nuclear resonance is of interest 

outside the main X'esonanoe peak. 

d. 'I'he interaction between an e.tom and the radiation 

field is always small. This is not the case in nuol.e1. 

The totQl width, or the total probability or a 

transition, yields information concerning the prob-

ability of the concentration of energy on one particle 

or a group of particles (tor instance: alpha-decay}. 

In the fore-going discussion, the conclusions are 

generally the result of conjectures baaed upon experi-

ments and the atomic analogies. 2.lhe v1rtuel-atatea, or 

states of the nucleus capable of dissoo1st1on were in-

ferred from knowledge gained by experiment. It is 

aigni1"1oent to discover if there is a foundation for 

their existence in nucloar theory. The simplest a1td 

perhaps most general investigation carried out whioh 

shows that the foundation does indeed exist, is that 

ca.i•ried out by Casimir, (4). 

Casimir considered the problem of' alpha-decay in 

general. Potential functions were chosen., subject only 

to two conditions; 

l) the long range potential was the observed 

Coulomb potential, end 

2) a short-range potential was to be strong and 

an attraction. 



Justification for the choice of potential functions, 

lies in experiments. The coulomb potential is justified 

in ordinary Rutherford Scattering. The strong, short-

range attraction ia implied by the large binding energies 

or the nuclei and the agreement of subsequent scattering 

experiments. 

The problem of Casimir 1a in essence a generalization 

of the Grunow treatment of the theory of nlpha-dece.y. 

(B) Descrlet~on by Casimir 

Before describing in detail Cas1mir's work it is well 

to clesoribe briei'ly the Gamow treetment. It 1s assumed bJ" 

Gamov, that the alpha-particle (already an ent1 ty) 1s 

moving 1n the i"ield of the remainder of the nucleus with 

zero angular momentum, (l = 0). A potential function is 

assumed as shovm if Fig I. The wave !'unctions ( time-

V 

I Il 1lI 

Fi~. I 

independent) are then wr:ttten for 

the aep,u ... ate regions (I-oloaeioally 

admissable, II-non-classical, and 

III-olaas1cally admissable). The 

wave functions e.re then oonneated 

Approximations and 

the r;x,amers com1eotion formula. 

This procedure does not give directly the. time-dependence 

ot the wave-function since only time-independent functions 

were used in the oonnection. One now recalls the 1nde-

term1nanoy principle and forms a wave-paoket corresponding 

to a group of energies very close to-gether. The behavior 
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of this wave-peoket 1n the course of' ti.me now describes 

the emission of the alpha-particles. 'J.1h1s treatment is 

setia:taotory but involves the speoif'i.o assumption of e. 

square potential well of positive energy (aee Fig I), and 

the indeterminacy of the exact energy. Consequently 

the construction of the wave packet is put into the 

problem arb1trer1ly, though through need. 

In e. generalization of thie problem:, the behavior of 

the alpha-particle should be found to arise naturally .f'rom 

the solution of the time-dependent Schrodinger Equation, 

This behavior was found by Casimir. 

V 

Casimir considered an arb1trl.lry potential of tlle form 
\Vo , Vi 

\ I 
\ I 

\ I ,/ 

Fi91f 

shown in :Pig II. The ahoioe 

or potentials convexed upwerd 

is in e.ccordanoe with 

experimental observation. 

Analytically the potential hes the form: 
6: = I l Y (. ro ) 0 -= 0 

where! 
&° :::- o l r , f1o ) J0 == I 

and the time-dependent Schrodinger Equation is: 

(l•l) - f J_j' - J. 2 lj -f- ( f'///-f f 0 // 0) f 
I )t ~/1'1 pf2. 

It is assumed that V = V(r) (central symrnetry) and 

l = O ( no angular mom en tum) • As in the tree. tmen t of Gamow 

the ~lpha-partiole (or in general any one pa1•t!cle) is 
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assumed to be moving in the field o:r the nucleus as en 

entity. Ta be strictly correct there should be a factor 

describing the prob$bility of formation of the elpha-

partioJ.e, though we may assume it to be an independent 

event, and describe only the escape of the e.lpha-perticle. 

Equation (l•l) leads to two separate problems if one 
oonsiders the whole of each potential. These problems are, 

_ J_J O: _ ~l. :J7! 0 ,+- vo 'f 0 

i uf. 211 Jr,. 

,md with the following substitutions: 

I 

J 

and the definition: 

H :. - -t,.,_ d2. 
0 -

2M or 2 

the equations (l-2e.) are transformed into: 
' H0 U.nlr-J + V'llnld 

H0 11e1r-J + V"Ve,crJ = tv;,cr) 

From the assumed shapes of the potentials it is 

apparent that the fi:rst of the equations (l-S), has 

discrete eigenvalues end the aeoond hes a continuous 

spectrum of eigenvalues. Eaoh of these equations supplies 

a complete set of orthonormal solutions. The solution to 



et1uation (1-1) could be expsnded in a series of one of the 

set a of solutions. The solution f (r, t) desired however 

is to describe the escape of a particle from e, nucleus. 

The particle 1s assumed to be in state (n) e.t t = O, e.nd 

the solution of Eq, (1-1), shall describe ite behevior 

1n the course of time. This implies s tronsition from & 

solution of the first Eq, (1·3) to a solution of the 

second. A combination of the solutions is therefore 

chosen to represent the solution of Eq,. (l-1). It is 

assumed: 
) hn (D) == J 

Ill) 

fcr,tJ == hnttJUn(r) + 1~6 {tJ'lti£r) dt: 
0 

It• is now required to find the expansion ooef'fiaients 

in 01 .. der to ha.ve a solution to Eq. (l-1). Since the set 

of solutiona.1 • is a complete set of orthogonal 

functions and hence is. sutf'icient, 1n itself, to represent 

the solution to Eq. (l-1), the relation between the 

coefficient bn and the ke is still free, and~ re-

lation between them may be fixod erbitra:rily. This re-

lationship is chosen: 

f.;r lAhlr) 1:l -k6ll:) 'Ve lr) =: 0 
0 t; 

I'utting l!1q. (l-5) into Eq. (l-1) and using equations 

(l-3), the equations satisfied by bn and ke are shown to 

be: {De.r-iveo 1n detail in Appendix I). 

it ln If J c: bn It) Eh f bn (t) V.n -t r.:& ~6 (t) v,,t 
0 



(l-8) 

where 

a, 

- bn lf) ~n -f c Jc Lf/ + [ d6 1 ic, £ 1 
0 

a:, 

+ [ b,, ff) E,, _ ,'/; i.,f-f)J f dr u,, l>J ";! .. 
D 

ct, 

V,,, =' f ,;r µ.tr) 
0 

VtG' = J:~ &,.·(ti/_ J/o) 
0 

We ms.7 nssume., that unless the energ7 of the alpha-

part1ole is very near the top of the barrier, the 

quantities Vnn and Vu' are small and may be neglected. 

The first, Vnn, involves the wave-functions Un :f'Ol" r ) r 0 , 

and they will go to tero rapidly (exponentially). The 

second :tnvol ves only vl inside the barrier (r ( r 0 ) and 

they too go to zero rapidly. 

It now remains to solve equations (l-7) and (l-8), 

whioh when Vnn end Vu' are neglected beiooine: 

(l-9) ~"tibn(+J = b"t.-rJEn + f:e(~Vnt: 
0 

(l•lO) 

These equations mey be ms.de simpler by put ting 
I 

_l..£n·t 
bnrtJ === an <tJ e Ii 



The eque. tions become: 

(1-11) 

a, 

0.hC-ll. c /"i,J = f de Ce. Vne 
D 

(1•12) 

It may be verified that the solutions of these 

equa t1ons are: 
- ,t 

a., <-tJ = e ti 

- r_f /'lt/1; 
e n - e 

(l-14) -i. 
where: 

It is apparent now that the probability of the 

particle being in state n, decreases in the course of 

time in aocordanoe with: 
2. _ 2_:r t 

< 1-1s > I a., l-l 1 / = t? 

More important., howevet-, is the fact that solutions 

to the time-dependent Sohrodinger equation have been ex-
hibited which show the exponent1s.l t1me-behe.v1or end a 

discrete oet ot energy levels inside the nucleus. In 



addition en indication of resonance behavior, when the 

energy E 1s varied, is indicated. This is shown rather 

clearly if' (t) is put equal to tu2r) then jCe j 2 becomes: 

{({h,ls+.) - (2/pz) co-s { t11/i:i) 
\Cll1-==-

~"1. +1'"' 
Now putting ~-= (E0 - E) again, it is seen that if a 

particle found itself in the nucleus with energy E, equal 

to or nearly equal to E0 , tb.e probability of its esosping 

becomes greater • .Also 1f 7 is large tho probability is 

then small. 1'h1s is a typical resonance behavior. 



SUMMARY OF Clli\PT. I 

In this chapter the qualitative features of nuoleon 

interaction ore examined; with the objective being e 

means of arriving at s quantitative desor1pt1on of the 

nucleus. 

Examples ot various types of reactions are presented. 

The discrete character of the nuclear spectrum 1s illus-

trated, end the concept of a compound nucleus in intro-

duced. 

The quantitative description of the nucleus by 

Ce.s1m1r is presented in detail. This treatment of 

elphn-decay by Oes1m1r ls the log1oa.l starting point 

for the development of the dispersion formula. It is 

shown that there exist solutions to the time-dependent 

Sohrod1nger equation which exhibits a discrete character 

and an exponentially deca11ng probability. 



CHAPTER II 

•DERIVATION OF DISPERSION FORMULAE-

The derivations to be presented ero not necessarily 

in the chronologicel order of their dotes or publ1ce.t1on. 

The der1vnt1ons ere presented in the more logical ord.er 

of their degree of generalization and logical extension. 

(A) r~pur end Peierle (le). 

The aer1vst1on by Kapur and Peierls provides the 

first logical extension of the work of Caein1ir given in 

Chept. I. This derivation does, however, involve son1e 

rather stringent assumptions which, as will be shown 

later, may be removed by altering the formalism. This 

derivation attempts to moke only assumptions which are 

experimentally satisfied. 

The f'undanumtal assumptions to be used ere: a). The 

levels are na1~row i.e •. rn (( IEn • En_+ ii enc.1 b). The 
2 

escape of e pe.rticle is s rare evont. As pointed out 1n 

the introduction. the time spent within the nucleus is 

several orders of magnitude greeter than the trenait-

time of the particle, hence the seoond nssun1ption is not 

illogical. The approximation based on the second 

assumption is tha.t if' the particle 1s prevented from 

escaping at all, there wiil be little if' any change in 

the state of the nucleus. 'lb.is mey be eocompliahed by 

suitable restriction imposed upon the wave-funot1on some-

where outside the nucleus. l'hen 11" the wave-functions 



end energy levels of the rentr1cte<l aystem !ire known, 

they w1ll be app:rcudmstel.y thoee ot the unrestricted 

eyatem. It will be shown thnt the latter system osn be 

obtained from tne tormer &yatemt b)r a kit1t:\ or perturl>a tio:n 

calculus fl.pplied to the boundv.ry condition rather thsn 

to the llen:11 tonian of the system. 

'I'lie derivation presented will. be the simplest example 

of the method, 1n wblch onl1 strates with no angular 

momentum, ~nd i'lO dependence on epin are considered. The 
de .Urogll& witVe•length ot the particles incident upon the 

nuoleus 1s 11ussumed to be lecrgo compared to r 0 , (ii>/ t-0 ) • 

wherf.l r 0 i• the rs.diua ot a sphere about the origin which 

wholly oonta1ns the nuclear pote:nt:la.l. Suell a sphere may 

be c<m$truoted beceu.te ot the shovt•re.nge chnracter or 

the nucl.ea:r toratth (i1otent:t1,4l is ttrb1 trary but short• 

range.) 
The aot1ttel'ing ot a single p~rt1ole 1G considered 

and the wave-f'unotion u(r) = r-lf (;r,) satisfies the 

radial equot!on: 

(A•l) -!!_ d:_u + ( E- Vt,rJ) ll == 0 

tn dr1. 
where: B = particle enex-sy 

tor :.r ;, r0 1 

{A.-2) 



The solution to equation (A-2) may be written as: 

where I represents the amplitude of the incident wave 

and S represents the amplitude of the acette1•ed wave. 

Taking the derivative of Eq. (A-4): 

du = I cc~ .i,,. + ii 5 e / t1-
cl r 

Equations (A-3) and (A-4) may be solved for I and S, 

to get: (quantities evaluated at r == r 0 ). 

and 

It 1s now apparent from Eq. (A-6) that if there 

were no incident wave present (I= 0) that the situation 

would be represented by: 

& - it u/, = o 
dr "'° 

The imaginary and real components must be separately 

zero, therefore u must be zero every where to satisfy (A-8). 

This, of course, is an untenable situation; hovJever, 1t 

shows that the boundary condition (A-8) is not compatible 

with Eq. (A•l). This me.y be seen by considering that the 

two boundary conditions., Eq. (A-8) snd the condition that 
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f lr) be finite e. t the origin (u ( 0) = 0) 1 are two homo-

geneous boundary conditions e.t the ends of a finite 

interval and therefore give a discrete spectrum of 

eigenvalues. The energy E of Eq. {A-1) is not an 

eigenvalue or this problem. 

It may be supposed that the eigenvalues (Wn) of 

this problem are known. The solution (vn) of 

(A-9) t, 1. Jz.1J'., + ( Wn - lit,.,) 11;, == O 
2M d r1. 

are then assumed known. The eigenvalues Wn are then 

complex because the boundary conditions a.re complex. In 

the following oons1derat1ons it is important to state 

that the wave vector (k) corresponding to E of Eq. (A-1) 

is fixed end 1s the same tor all Vin. 1c1or esoh value 

of k, there exists e. different set of solutions Vn and Vin• 

This has the consequence that the energy levels of the 

compound nucleus will be depend.ant upon the energy of' 

the incident psrttcle. Ae was pointed out in the intro-

duction, this was to be expected for large energies; but 

for low energies, however, it can be neglected "s small. 

This will be deal.t with in detail le.ter. 

To show that the solutions of Eq. {A-9) form a 

complete set or orthogonal functions, Eq. (A-9) may be 

multiplied by vn,, then n interchanged with n' to get 

a second eque.t1.on. Subtracting the second from the 

first, and integrating with respect to 

(Wr1-wt1,)f;., v-,,,, cit+ ... [-ir. I d1"n 
o ~H n ~r 

r, there results: 

-'11', J r;, 11/n fA. - ,,, == 0 
cJ.r o 



The second ter•m venishes beceuae ot boundary 

condition (A-8), hence: 

(A-10) [ 
r"o 

0 '1T11 1',.. I ,h,. ::. 0 

-It should be noticed Eq. (A-10) is not the ordinary 

orthogon~lity relation wherein the square or the absolute 

value appears under the integral sign. 

With orthogonality established it follows that any 

function, 1'(:r), sa.t1sfy1ng boundary condition may be 

expressed as$ series: 

The functions u(r) do not satisfy boundary con-

dition (A-8) but Eq. (A-6). It may be supposed, how-

ever, that an arb1 trary funo tion ( A) sa t1 sf'ying: 

(A-12) cij/ - i. fz lcrc) -==- Te - /',;, 
d r r0 

subtracted .from u(r) such that the remainder 1s ex-

pressibie in a series, as follows: 

{A-1s > u t,.. J - X <rJ == [. a 11 ,v-"' 
1-1 

This implies that u(r) 1s composed of two functions, 

one satisfying equation (A-6) end the othe:.r satisfying 

equation (A .. $). 

The ooefficienta (ttn) tney be determined 1n 

equatfon (.A-13), since it must satisfy equetion (A-l}. 



Putting (A-13} in (A-1), and using Eq. (A-9), wo have: 
(Ho - £) U : Z a V1 ( w., -E) 11",-, + ( Ho - E) X = O 

11 

where: 
H = { t,""'· d.!. + Vtr;} 

0 - 2Mdr 2 

Multiply-now by a particular Vnt and integrate with 

respect to the space variable, to get: 

From the orthogonality relation (l:!q. (A-10)) this becomes: 

l fo rro 
0.1,1 (Wtt-E) O AJ".-,1 tlr + Jo IV., {Ho -E) ;t Jr ::=. CJ 

The second integral mer be partially integrated 

to give: 

-!}_ 1 ( v;. J J _ J d _!Yn ) -1 ;0 r Y ( r/ 0 - E} V-n 
2.M . t(v c;!r ro o 

apply- Eq. (A-12) this becomes: 

- { 1 [ { i. i to .P ) X fro) cJ 1''1 (Yo)J £, . '11',.., I e -t i n, X ( Yo) - et. i,-

ro - f. X {H.-E)v;,, d1-

Now using Eq. (A-8} this becomes: 

satisfy (A-8)) • 

- ti,.{ I 2M . 'lf"..., { Yp) e o+ i. fJ. t1.)"t1 lr.,) 

(Since Vn is to 



(1'he second integral's change being obvious) 

or finally: 
' 1/Yo 

(A-15) Cln(l.u.-£) 1.::-,J.r = 2~ N'n/V,) Ie_; r. {w.-E);_:r1Ji,h 

It may be assumed that the functions (vn) ere 

normalized 1n the usual wsy: 
,,.., 

(A-16) J. dt- } Vn } z ==- / 
0 

Then define: 

J Y", 

(A-17) 
0 

-tr.., 2 t,l.r = Nv. 

Nn 1s now e fixed constant, in general complex, and 

of modulus less than unity. 

For the integral on the right, mey be put: 

J. r'o 

(A-18) bn =- "V'., X cl.r 
0 

The coeftio1ents •n now becomes 
-t' l.r,, 

1111 l~) I e _ 
( kJ .., - E) fJ11 

(A-19) 

In principle the wave-function may now be determined 

from Eq. (A-7). 

Inserting (A-13) into (A-7), S becomes: 

Applying condition (A-8), 

:5 = { f Q., V~ lr0 ) + il'u-·11 )) Co.s -ft Yo - j { { 4n ((,-/t)~ + cjt }If, s-/nk~ 



end. oond1t1on (A-12) 1 

5== (!a., ,rt1 lro) +- X tr,,J) Co~ tro - .!. /2 Qn N CJ ,tr,-, 
'1 

Combining terms ( end remembering, e i. 9 -= ( c~s e + l :s in e ) ) 
this becomes: 

end substituting (an) from (A-19), (A-20) becomes: 
-z: '-ro 2 e -V-11 wll) 

(Wvi-E)fvti 
{A-20e) 

The last two terms of this equation may be made 

arbitrarily small, by choosing ,XCr) properly, requiring 

only ths. t it satisfy Eq. (A-12). 

Suppose: 
-o1..tro-r-J 

XtrJ = ll & 
Eq. (A-12) is satisfied for 

{A = const.,) 

I _ ilr0 

A - =-=e=----:--
- ( oi. - ,._ i.) but since alpha is 

e.l'b1trsry, X (r) may be made arbitrarily small, by 

allowing alpha to become very large. 

(; 
.J _-Z. /) 2/ 41o ,l ) 

.5 I ., ,,,, c:;:- tJ;, {to 
(A-Bl) :: fr! 

l W n- £) 1\/n 
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Thus (A-20) becomes: 

I . __/) ;l "-r-oJ -5m12Yo c.:: 

-k 



Now abbreviating: 

(A-22) 

and putting 

' 
(A-23) W11::: E - j (/2 

since Wn is complex. 

ii /r!. • as wes shown in the introduction represents the 
11 

"mean-life" of the state (n). 

rn may be connected to the boundary of the eigen-

tuncti.ton Vn as follows, Multipl1 Eq. (A-9) by vn*• sub• 
tract the conjugate eq,us,tion, and integrate over (r): 

r {tir"' tl!.._tr,, _ ,v-11 c.t~:; r _ * 7 • := o 
2M ar1- tl t-,. + Wn Wn -1 11'ri 11'n 

Integrsting: 

{A-24) ;r,; J,111'"/2.dr = j-;f ,v.,"cr.)fi~nlro} - -il;,rr,J d11/1r,1} 
c',,. tit 

f!II,,vli boundary oondi t1on (A-8) . . 

i f ~0v" F· a..,. == l,_ / / v;,*% + v;, ti GJ -v-;..,, 1 
o ZM /~ 

or shortening, (applying normalization condition): 

r. _ t,.-&J"" Ii 
ri - M Vn lro) Vn (r,) end from Eq. (.A-22) 

this becomes finally: 

(A-25) 

So fer there has been no approximating assumption. It 

was pointed out at the beginning that there would be 



little change in the system if the particle were pre-

vented from escaping from the nucleus. This was carried 

out in the making ot (r) small and neglecting it. 

It 1s possible now to define the scattering cross-

section in terms or this derivation. It Sis the 

emplitude of the scattered wave and! is the amplitude 

of the incident wnve, then the probability of the 

particle being scatte!"'ed 1s represented by: ~~:: = II/2• 
Tbe total oross--seation 1a given by: 

this becomes, 

(41>' comes from integration 

over the sphere). 

I 
f \ ~h I 1 e - 2 / .i r., 
l E~ - f=. .,.. •lt- n,) 

As was pointed out before, the lfn's depend upon k, 

through (A-8), however the wrJy 1 t depends on k he.a not 

been established. Also the n ts ere 1n general complex 

and hence have complex eigenvalues. 

It is poss,.ble., !u first order, to shot, that 1n is 

real. Nn .::: l, end /f 0 /2 is propo1,tional to k. 

It. is @.pparent from Eqs. (A-22) • (A-16), end (A-17), 

that, Nn = 1 s:1:id fn 1s real, 1r vnCr) were real, and it 

would be proportional to kif Vn(r0 ) were independent of k. 

Vn(r0) ms.y be shown to be approximately independent 

of k if the level width. ( rn} is si1.ff'i.ciently smnll. If 

fh-::::.. O, then from (A-26), Vn(rO) must vanish, and from 

(A-8), Vn(r0 ) e.nd t/tv'/d r /,0 vanish. Sinoe (A-8) must 



hold for all k, it must hold fork:::: O, hence with no 

contradiction, the boundary condition may be written: 

Condition {A-27) is real, and independent of k, 

hence so must be the solutions (vn). 

110 decide how narrow the levels must be for this 

epproximetion the following may be considered.: 

It' the level is sufficiently narrow, the solution 

vn, aetisfying {A-8) must be similar to the solutions 

'Yn of Eq .. (A-9) satisfying Eq, {A-27), having reel 

eigenvalues, E0 n• For this case (A-9) and boundary 

(A-87) become& 

(A-28a) J_\f I - o 
d r ro -

!11he wave-function vn ms.y now be thought ot es com-

posed or the sum of the wave !'unctions t n plus e 

correction term v~l) arising.from a perturbation of the 

boundary oondttion (A~e): 

It may be supposed that v!l) and Cn, ( En=- Wn ... Eg) are 

small 1n the first order. 



Neglecting terms oi' second order, the wave-equation is: 

and 

; I w I d 1Tt1 c,J, 
., tt. 1 ti l ,..o) = -

ol r ,.., (A-31) 

Expanding v!l) as was done previously for Vn in a series 

of the solutions l m: 

(A-32) '1!>1 uJ = [. ~""' 'r'~ + Xcr) .,., 
and as before, Xf,J satisfies: 

c[! / -= i.' i,,,cro) Jr f"o 

Using Eqs. (A-8) end (A-12) as before on Eq. (A-30). 
and dropping terms containing X (r): 

(A-34) 0. M (E O - E OJ = C < + { K 1/1 i/,, ) m n 11 0 11m .2M Tm(,;,) Tn lto 
Form :::n, this equation shows that, 

(A-35) =(E Eo_;_r.)- i.i "!!..1 "/2,.,.J 
c:;>1 - 11 - h 2, 11 - ,2/1 Tn IIO 

and. there is no shift 1n the energy level, in this 

i'irst approximation. 

Form :In, sm becomes; 

(A-36) a..., r i' £. lfmff'o) lf,., £ ro) 
2M e-:., _ E,; 

end to maintain the normalization ot Vn, amaO form= n, 

then from Eqs. (A-36), (A-29), and (A-32), and dropping 
-33-



the ( X's), vn becomes: 
,Z 

(A•37 l -v-. (Yo) = t.cr,J + i ft 'i'. lr,) K. f 1 
:-:: rr;~-

2M m m - ;z, 

(where the pI"ime on the summation 1nd1oetes that the 

sum is not to be extended over m = n). 

Now using (A-35), 1t is seen that the ratio of the 

imaginary :part of Wn, to the real perts are given by: 

I [ I P,,,, 
(A•38) 2 r::- o - '-- " 

m c;; m L-n 

Also it is apparent from (A-17) that since an~ O, 

Nn = l, 1n first order. 

The extension may now be made to the second order 

by putting Vn::. ( r n + vA1 ) + v!2)) whe1•e v!l) is pure 

imeginery, v!2) is real, and v!l} is orthogonal to lf n• 

For Hn then, (neglecting terms of (v(l) x v<2))): 
r. ro 

(A-39) /Jr,= I+ J(0
11J1,/'1) 2d.r + 2 f. f:, 1111tz) olt 

O 0 

I :z. 
I+ ,2 :f a.m 

11"1 



It is now apparent th.at Nn dif!'ers from unity by: 

_.!.[_'rmft1 Z 
I - Nn - 2 m l €,,.,,, - ~n) 

The necessary relations for d8termin1ng how narrow 

the levels mar be have r1ow been dex,1 ved. 

The terms in (A-:38) may be individually large and 

the sum still converge, since the signs of the terms 

may be both positive and nego ti ve. However, in Eq. (A-41) 

each term must be separately smell since all terms ere 

pos1t1ve. In fact, each term in (A-41) must be less than 

unity. This means that rm L I Em - En/ for convergence. 
If the sum ia to converge et all rapidly and thus be 

amennble to easy oeloulation, then rm (. < I - En J • 

'l'his feature, sharp levels, in the formula just 

derived, is not 1n keeping with the theories of nuclear 

structure. 'l'he conclusion one draws from this derivation 

is that a x-esonance formule is only justified if the 

levels ore sharply defined ( r n 1s small) • It was 

pointed out, however. in Cha.pt. I that the levels ebove 

and below the dissociation energy of the nucleus will 

not only be close together but 1n general will overlap 

because of the strong interactions encountered. 

IJ:1he z,equirement of sharp levels may however be 

removed as will be sho'U'.n 1n the next section. 

There is another bad feature of the .foregoing 

derivation., and that is the definition of (r0 ). The 

only requirement placed on (r0 } was that the potential 



must vanish for r 9 r 0 • Clearly r 0 can be made very 

large or smell, as we choose. If r 0 1s taken too large 

however, the second term of (A-34) becomes large and 

would have .to be compensated for by larger terms in the 

summation. Also if the r 0 is increased, the number of 

levels 1s in general increased. Thia implies that the 

number of energy statee of the compound nucleus is 

dependent upon the chosen methema.tioal formalism and 

not vice-versa. While it may be true that r 0 cannot 

(or has r).ot) been measured precisely., it is, in a 

consistent theory, determined by the physical attributes 

of the nuclear particles and not the desoriptive 

formalism. This lest fault is also to be removed in 

the next section. 

(B) Derivation b:y S1e5ert {14). 

In tlµs derivation by S1egert 1 the simple model 

assumed by Kapur end Pe1erls will again be assumed. 

The scattering or one particle will again be examined 

and 1 t will be esatune.d that the particle end the nucleus 

have no angular momentum about their center of mess (l = O). 

The principle purpose ot this derivation is to re-

move the objections, given before, to the Kapu:r and 

Peierls derivation, This 1e to be accomplished by 

changing the definition of the compound states. In the 

previous treatment the compound states were defined by 

the solutions Vn of (A-9) snd the eigenvalues Wn• In 

this treatment the compound states will be taken as 
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those ets tes for wr...ioh the scattering becomes singular. 

The essential difference. in treatment will be that 

instead of expanding the wave function un(r) in en 

ortho-normal set of functions, the singularities which 

occur for certain complex energy values will be in-

vestigated. 

At a singult1rit;y the e:ttoss-section may be re-

ple.oed by its singular part and a smooth function of 

the energy. 

The physioa1 significance of the new definition or 
compound state may be seen from the following consider-

ations. The oross-seotion 1s defined (as in part A) as 

the ratio of the outgoing to the 1noom1ng wave. The 

cross ... seot1on will becorne singular 1:t' there is only an 

outgoing wave. The states characterized by these 

singularities will then be the "radio-active" states 

of the system. 

To find these singular states it me.y be recalled 

that the wave function was to satisfy (radial equation): 
z. 

( B•l) -Ji ti y, rJ + { E - J/o·J } U o-) ::::: 0 
2M dr'J. 

whel."e u(O) = O; V -= V(r) and V(r0 ) = o. 
For it 7 :P0 the wave function beoomes: 

,g_ 1. 2.1'11: 
where: :: 

M = reduced mass 



The scattering cross-section ia again given by: 

(B-S) 

If the ratio S/I be considered as a !'unction of the 

energy including complex energies, the cross-section 

may be written, 1n terms of (A-6) and (A-7), to get: 

:t -- t) tro) Co$ 1'.ro -: [ Ur,;,) .f ,;, ''°] I l 
(B-4) 

I u'1r;,J-i.i.u.u·o) 

(Prime indicates differentiation with respeot tor). 

The ratio 8/I is now to be examined for sin6lllar1t1es 

·which erise .from the vanishing denominator. The energies, 

Wn, for which the denominator vanishes are defined by 

the eigenvalue problem: 

ii.. d z,v;, + ( W., - V c ... , ) v,., - o 
2M d r1.. 

with the boundary conditions: 
'11;,{0) = o 

o0!'t1 - i in v;:; = o 4' d r " .i. or r = r 0 

Note that here ·1tn is taken instead of the k 

arising in (B-1). This has e.s a consequence, the 

definition of tb.e compound states are independent of 

the energy of the incoming pettt1ole. It will alao 

oeuse their invariance with changes in r 0 • 

llow multiplying (B-1) by vn end (B-5) by (u) and 



subtracting, there results: 

(B-7} ti "l. {u tl t.,r,,, - 11!., d~,.) + ( kl., - E) u · V11 =- o 
2n e,1 .,--i ti., 

Now integrating over (r) by parts the first term 

becomes: 
ro 

J ~•., "•"- "" v") elr = {u v.' _ v;, u' },. - f.< u'v-n' - v.' u!) d r 
0 

l'ertially integrating the integral on the right this 

becomes: r0 

f (~v~" _ 1111 u.") tlr = ( I,{. v,,' - v 11 u'), - ( u'v-" - trn'u) + [lu"V'ti -ir,,"u )tlr 
O O 0 

r;, 
"' R, { u ,.,.., -v. 1,1 1) r. - J,< l.l "'•" - "" 1.t") elr 

Henoe the first term of (B-7) reaucea to: 
t? r t'o 

211 J/1J1r,,,''- v,., u")dr =- ( uv..,.' --zrn u1
) r 0 

Mow applying the boundary condition (13-6), the 

expression (B-7) when integrated beoomess 

( B-8) t -z 111'111 l r,,) { i ~.,, U l r0 ) - 4:Ej ) + { W n - E ) f. 11 t,t d r 
.21'1 d,-. ro o 



where 

If the eigenvalue Wn is non-degenerate then in the 

limit, E ..,. Wn, u vn, and 

(B-11) u'cr-~> - /-lutroJ--+ (w;- E)2M {f ~: J..-..,. 
t, 1'11 lro) i> 

the numerator becomes: 

(B-12) 

and the ratio becomes: 

(B-13) S = 
I f ro 

,v-rf r.lr -t 
o 

Where 5(E) is a smooth function of the energy in the 

domain about Wn• 

The quantities 1/(Wn • E) and wn, are independent of 

the energy of the pert1cle, E, at this singularity, end 

depend only upon the model assumed for the rmoleus. The 

Wn are also invariant with respect to changes in r0 • 

To show that Vin is invariant with respect to r 0 , 

as long e.s V(r) = o, tor ·r -;;, r 0 , consider a new v,eve-

function f n defined by (B-5) f.\nd (B-6) when r 0 is 

changed into r1 > r 0 • It is readily seen that (L~6) is 

satisfied by f n = Avn and the boundary oondi tions are 
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satisfied since: 

(B-14) 

(f'or r ;> r 0 ), and A constant. Wn is not changed. 

To show that 1/(Wn - E) is not changed it is 

sufficient to ahow that the first term on the right of 

(B-13) is unchanged, s1noe the totel scattering is not 

ohanged and Ii1(E} is ir1dependent of the Wn• In this re-

spect it becomes sufficient to show that the .factor 

multiply1ng 1/(Wn - E) does not change. 

In terms of r 1 this raotor isa 

z -2./l,, r, 
'f11(Y.) e 

z/ 'YI (Y, - ro) 
'll;,2 Cro) e 

ro f 1\1,; <" J dr + 'l!,f (ro) 
0 

Obv.iously this reduoes to (.8-13), end it ie concluded 

that 1/(Wn • E) does not cha.nge. It has now been verified 

that the definition of ztesonenoe scattering es the 

singulaI' part of the scattering end the t•potentie.l 

soG. tteringt1 as the regular pert, has removed the de-

pendence upon r 0 from the aoattering torr? r 0 • 

r 0 may now be ohosen as the observed nuclear radius. 

and be made consistent with the theory of nuoleezt 
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structure, without fear of difficulty when chosen a 

bit too la~ge. 

Equation (B-13) may be expressed in a slightly 

different tot>m. Using Eq. {B-5) e.nd its complex con-

jugate, and follow1ng the same method uaed to derive 

(B-8); there results: 

( where r n 1 s defined by 

being :real). 

For sutfiolently small rn, (as shown by Kapur 

and Peierls) the wave-function vn(r) may be made real 

by multiplying by a constant, A, (A -==- oc+ i ) e.nd(A2 -= 1). 

This mskee Avn(r) real in the region where 1t contributes 

to the 1ntegralt 

It 1s apparent then that: 

(B-18) 
/ {~n Yo -+ €a) 

A 11n ( r) -== j 11,,.lro) I e ,e 

where ~n is a 

phase•i'aotor determined by the properties of the compound 



state (n), and independent of r 0 • Thus Eq. (E-13) becomes: 

(B-19) 5_ - - I 
I 

or using {B~l6) this becomes: 

f! i&" I 
(B-204) ~= 11 e •---------------

I W n - E f., + fe fl- + i N Z ,' ( i" r o -t 6...t' ) ,.. fiJ,, e 2-

Now as fln o. kn becomes real end the last term 1n 

the denominator of (B-20) negligible, end hence in this 
lim1t: n ; i .. 

-2 :: 'rr • e + §rE) 
(B-21) I En -E-jr,, Z -ft"' 
the sum of the singuleri ties \11th small p n may be sub• 

trscted from (S/I) and the difference will be the function, 

l.<'(E) or, from (B-21): 

5 t.' r:, . (B-22) $,(E) = I- - E rt 
n E,., - - i'"' 

(The prime on the awnmation indicates that the sum is 

to be taken only over those levels tor whioh rn is small.) 

The resulting function, :P(E), is a smooth function of' the 

energy and :ts to be called the ''potential scetter1ng" term 

though in general it will oontain contributions from the 

broe.d levels, as well. The requ.irement that the sum be 

extended only over narrow levels 1a to insure its conver-

gence, just as in the treatment by :Kapur nnd Peierls. 



~lle scattering cross section is now given by: 

(B-23) cr(r) -= 41t/ f./ = 4tr} ~' f',, . ) • e ~r" + fr£)} z 
I (E,,,-~-~~ z~,, 

2 
It may be observed that the existence of broad levels 

ovet>lapping eaoh other, has in no way effected the der-

ivation. They do, however, provide a limit 1n the 

computing of the cross section. 

(B-23) can easily be shown to reduce to the ordinary 

formulations of the one level formula, derived by pertur-

bation methods. The usual assumptions ere that the levels 

are sharp, :F(E} is Slllall, and the cross section is to be 

examined in the region of s particular level. The sum re-

duces to one term. Clearing the frs,ction nnd squaring, 

there occur resonance terma 1 and interference terms. As 

E -a:,~, however, only the resonance terms are of ~1gn1f1• 

oanoe. and the cross section is given by the following 

relationship a 

Uothing so fllr has been said about resonance react-

ions, however both of the foregoing derivations may be 

generalized to allow different kinds of reactions 

to occur. 



(C) Derivation by Wip;ner (15). 

In this more general method for deriving the disper-

sion formula, the resonance scattering is presented first, 

to serve as a, model for the generalizo.tion to include 

resonance reactions. 

Th~ following assumptions about tho system ore made 

and the consequenoes of each nqted: 

(a} If the particles ere all close together, forming 

a compound nucleus, the wave .function of that compound 

nucleus .is, ap~rt from s. constant, independent of the mode 

of formation of thet compound nucleus. This means that 

it for instance the 5all nucleus 1s formed by the following 

reactions: zL17 + 2Iie4--. 5Bll 

4Be9 + 1HB --- 5Bll 

5BlO + onl 5Bll 

Bll r Bll 5 -t- -, 5 
etc. 

then the wave functions of the 5all nucleus is the snme 
for all of the reactions. From the preceding derivation 

it :ts recognized that this assumption restricts one to 

considering only those energies near a resonance peak. A 

subsequent derivation by E, F. Wigner, (16), has been 

presented in which the region between the resonance 

peeks are considered. 

(b) The amplitude of the wave function o:f the com-

pound nucleus will be very large compared to the smplitude 

of the we.,ve fu.r1otion representing other oont'igurst1ons or 



the particles. This can be recognized as the assumption 

of sharp resonances, or narrow widthst and consequently-

a long 11.feti.me for the compound state. 

(o) It will be assumed tbet the plane wave which 

describes the colli-sion will be decomposed into opherioal 

waves (a ueuEil description) and the one with zero 

angular momentum ie responsible for the scattering. 

This is a good approximation for low energies, but the 

resulting expression is not expected to hold for high 

energies because o:f' assumptions (a) snd (b). 

The method used, is thet of stationary states {as 

was used previously) with constant incident flux and 

constant outgoing flux, The wave function representing 

the system when the particles are far apart, may then 

Where: u-= -fv. and vis the relative velocity of the 

particle and nucleus: Mis the reduced mass of the system. 

k ia the wave-number ( k = Mfa ,,- ) 

'f' (i) is the normalized; real, wave function of 

the internal coordinetes of the ooll:td1.ng particles. 

The first ten, represents the decomposed plane wave 

of the incident beam, and the second term represents the 

scattered wave. 

Since both waves are normalized to unit flu..~, the 

conservation of particles demands that }UE f = l. 



The factor in the brackets may be written ~s: 

(-21e1a )ain(b- + _) and UE = e 21i where & is now 

the phase-shift. 

UE depends upon .the energy, but 'r ( 1) is inde-

pendent of E 

When the compound nucleus is :f'ormed the weve 

funot1on, according to the .first aasumpt1on oay be 

written: 

(C-2) 

end f 1 s 1.ndependen t of E. 

where 'f is the normnlized 
wave function of all coor-
dinates of all particles. 

o('f.' is 1ndeper,.dent of the spnoe veriebles but is -
e function of E, such that lo<El2 has the dimensions 

of time and nmy be interpreted as the lifetime of the 

compound state. 

The existence or a. sphere about the nucleus, com-

pletely oontljlining the nucleus, is now assumed. The 

radius is chose1:1 as small as possible oons1.stent with 

w1 th the requirement that 'f B ha.a the form of Eq. (C-1) 

on the aurface of the sphere. 

Iiow if' 'f 1 represents a state with relative 

energy E1, and f2 corresponds to E2, then: 

(C-3) H l/J E J) JI : I J1 

(c-sa) H ~z-= E:z. 'f2, 

Multiplybig Eqs. (C•3) by 'f2~• and the conjugate 



of' ec1u~tion (C-Sa) by 'f ;i., snd subtracting, thez•e results: 

( Y'i H 'f. - 'f I H 'f i) -= ( E, - C ) ( f, 'f2 *) 

{ 'f I '//' -: '!/ 'f, } 
This may be integrated over the sphere: 

f dV {-.!..,_) { 'I/ ( tl, + Vc,-J) tf, - '/, ( tlz + Ver)) 'f~lf' ] 
V 2M 

= (E, -E2,) f V, 1: y 

The potential terms drop out, e.nd there is left: 

The etre.ightforward substitution of (C-1) with 

approp1ate 1ncioes, into (C ... 4), end using the sym-

metl:'ical Green's Theorem, yields: 

(C-5) -Inf dS ( 'f/" gro.tl 'f 1 - 'f1 (%ro.d 'f /'J fl 

:: ( E, - E# ) f d V 'f, lf2, {( 

The index, n, indicates the normal component. 

Thia -appears to contradict Eq. (0-2), but the 

sphere was chosen so thv.t Eq. (C-l) wsa applicable to the 

aphere. Eq. (C-5) actually corresponds to an app1•ox1-

mat1on of one higher order than Eq. (C-2). This cen be 

shown by perturbation calculus. 

It may be assumed that the vmve-function lf E corre-

sponding to energy E, is known, with the exception of 



the quantites UE. It 1e required to find the cross-

section as e function or energy. This will be done by 

relating the cross-section to the energy through the 

quantities UE. The exact theory of scattering (7, pg 210) 

shows that the total cross-section for a scattering 

process to be given by: 

with the assumption that (.i = 0) this becomes 

The above treatment, however, ee-sumes that the scattering 

center is a solid aphere and does not relate the 

scattering to the internal struoturo. The treatment 

will still be exact if' this d.ependenoe upon the internal 

st1•uoture could be eatablished through the phasea. 

Eq. (C-5) shows how this oorineot1on will be estsbl1ehed. 

Let Eq. {Cl•l) be substituted into the left hand 

side of Eq. (C-5) and Eq. {C-2) into the right hand side. 

Then neglecting in the sense of assumption (b) the 

region where Eq. (C-2) does not hold, one gets: 



Where (a) is the radius of the sphere. Now 1f (ka) < < l, 
(remembering k= Mu2/~) Eq. (C-6) becomes: 

<M> i: (1-t u,)(, u:) t (, +u,){1+ 11,•) ii, "t' f e;-E",,J o(_, < 
If ka is not small (0-7) is still true for: 

{C-7a) ) 

- -t' J,a 
o( I ::: olJ e ) 

It is evident that putting E1 -= E2, hence v1 =v2 , 

and u1 = u2 , yields: (.from Eq. {C-7)) 

and the oonservatJ.011 of' particles is still se.tisf1ed. 

The condition that the wave ... :function of the. com-

pound nucleus be real in the vicinity of a resonance 

level may be obtai.ned by considering the following: Since 

the wave funotions of the nucleus must con.form to assump-

tion (a), the eonjug.ate complex 01' 'f E must be, apart .from 

a constant, equal to \/E. The only oonste.nt which changes 

in (G-1) in going to 'f: is the UE, airlce 'f-' (1) is real. 
tu ·n \TJ iZ· -.'f-The constant then which changes cx.E I to olE I is (-UE). 

Hence: «: i/: = - u: def 
and this shows the. t '£ may be cb.osen real, and s s e 

consequence, 

cc-s) ex; = - IJE• ot. E j ~6 :::: - tie d ti 

-so-



This equation holds for the barred quantities in (C-7) 

as well es for the unbarred ones. 

The equations (C-7) through (0-9) represent an (a, ) 2 

of equations for the double infinity of quenti ties °'1= end 

UE. These equations may be solved by making the following 

substitution: 

(C-10) 
I+ /-rr.5 

() = I- i -vs 
or 

- , !-ti 
1/r s ::: /, 

I+/,,{ 

where Sis real. The physical interprete.t1ons of Sis 

that, if multiplied by the velocity~ it should give the 

tangent of tho phase shift. This is equivalent to the 

trigonometric substitution, 

) 

The sub~titutions for the barred quantities shows 

that the trigonometriQ interpretation w1ll be only 

approximate depending on (ka) being small. 

For the quantity s1n2 (, .one now has, 

I c· z,,'[ -ti'{) I ( - -,,',a. - • zi-PQ ) <c-11> s,;,, .,_, == 1 t- e - e %!: 1 f - U e - u t' I 
or putting 1n the subs ti tut.ion for (U) 

(0-12) 

. z. < - I 1· I-ft' v-5 -i,~ S,n a - - ,2 - - e 
if l-t'11"'f -

' ;;- .&> _,. z ,· ~1 l-t1/'.J c. -I +irS 

c -rr5 e()s fu,.. - .5 lh ,a.) "Z 

l+'V''1.S"I 
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or if ks << 1., Eq., (C-12) becomes: 

(C-13) 

(C•l4) 

S,"n 2,;::: t~s)' 
I+ 111'"&.S.,_ 

where S = s cos ka - _! sin ke 
V 

or putting k = Mv/1' s.nd sin ka ka 

If Eq. (C-7) be divided by {-1u1(l + U1)(l U~)u2J 
one obtains, 

--
(C-15) ..,. s2 + s, = r 1=, - E .,J o{. ' _ 

/:; 4t1 ( I -t U, ) 

Since the s•s are real, the right hand side must 

be reel, hence if: 

( ) o<, = b,l.,...!> 
C-16 -

~,(1+U,) 

(b1 is reel and u.:, 
is the phaae feotor) 

it follows that w -:::. t' 1, -t 1 may be chosen since b1 may 

be allowed to be negative, and (.,,.:) is independent ot energy. 

Putting Eq. (0-16) into Eq. (0-15): 

(C-18) 

(O•l8a) 

(C-l8b) 

- - -2 
S, -51..::::: i (E-z. -E,)b, b-z 

{ E-,,. - l:.3) bz. b3 
Ii 

= ( E -E,) b~ b, I; 



edding these, one finds: 

or obviously: 

(O•l9a) b, = (Si. -E3) b.,_ b., 
lc,(b,- b-z.)-+ E~b,. - Es b3 

It raay be ens1ly verified that it the energ1e~ 

are te.ken at equ£\l :tnter-vals (and they may, ainoe they 

n:rie easent1e.ll-y a continuum) then the b' s s.re mult.iples 

of e. common value (b0 ). To show this put E2 - E1 = fl 

nnd I 

b - ii; bo ,, -
E..,-Eo 

! 
2. 

putting this into Eq. (C-19), it becomes a.fter obvious 

oanoelle.tions: 

(C•l9b) 

I ":a. i~ be. "'1 ---e: ,- Eo 

of· the energy. 

in which b0 end E0 ore independent 

l1utting this into Eq. (C-18) one gets: 

- - •1.1Z S1 - Sz = j_ 11 tlo 

(C-20) 

Now writing this equation for all pairs of enorgy 



in the order of increasing index end adding them, it is 

apparent thet nll except two cancel, hence: 

- - l Jo 'o' (C-21) S, - .Joo = n t, 

E 1 - Eo 

where S ei0 is independent ot E1• Using now the def1n1 tion 

of a, Eq. (0-10) becomes; 

-
(C-22) u, - ( I+ i t/'1 500) ( E 1 - Eo) - f l' /; bo2 'Iii 

{ I - i V-1 S00 ) { E 1 - Eo) + i l 1; J,! 1'i 

snd with Eq. (0•16) this becomes: 

(0-23) 

If, however, ka <...l then S differs from S only by 

Ma/~ , but Me/-t, may be absorbed into the Seo and hence-

forth use the unbarred quantities, in Eq. (C-21). 

Recalling that the aroaa-seotion wns given by 

(4 tr /k2)ein2t , in terms ot u, this is: 

Since Eq. (C-22) retains its form even when multiplied 

by e•2ika. Putting k2-= M2v2/ ti 2 into the last relation 

above, it may be written as: 

0--(E) = 'ltr(i';S/M)z. 
l+V-2 S-z 

or putting S = s into 



the last relation from Eq. (C-21) the cross-section 

becomes: 

The usual dispersion .formula is obtained from 

Eq. (C-24) if one puts Sc:0 = 0 and r:: t, b~v, 

This is the usual none-level« formula. 

Equation (0-24) mey be written in a different way, 

which has the appearance of the resonance formula even 

if Sa,"¢ o., putting: r ::= b:t; ,u- /( 1 + ,v?.50:) 

(C-26) 

where the first term may be called the "potential 

scattering", and the second contains the sum of the 

reaonanof:3 scattering end terms due to interference 

between potential_and resonance scattering. 

Although it has not been explicitly stated, the 

formula derived 1s for a single energy level, E0 • If 

more resonances are present, the same formula will apply 

to them, only with a new E0 • The region of validity for 

this :relation (except ,vhen other resonances ere present 
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end close by) extends approximately one Mev on either 

side of the resonance. 

It 1e usually assumed that the scattering et infinite 

energy is zero, and as a consequence the Set> 1s put to 

zero, (corresponds to zero phEwe shift) but 1 t he.a been 

shown by Wigner in a report to the Uranium Project (un-

available) that Eq. (C-24) is in general oorreot. 

The interpretation of the quantity (b0 ) is rather 

evident from the definition of ( f') lea.ding to Eq. ( C-25). 

Sinoo r is divided by the mean l.1f e ( -r; ) of the 

compound stete, l/b2 may be 1nte:rpreted as the evere.ge 

diets.nee the escaping particle could cover during the 

life-time, J. : 11/"-C -= { v-/; / ,-, ) :: I/ b z. Putting in experi-

mentally observed r,s for (n, T) reactions, it ie found 

that l/b2 is - 106 gree. ter than the nuclear redius. 

TbJ.a agrees well with the discussed 11fet1me in Chs.pt. I. 

(D) Resonance Rea.ctions {16). 

The cese of resonance reaction is now to be dis-

cussed. The genex,al1ze.tion allows the possibility of more 

than one method of decay. It will be assumed again 

that no spin is involved, the e.ngule.r momentum 1a zero. 

Assumptions (a) e.nd (b) remain, but e.asumption (o) will 

need modification. The a.symptot1o wave-function will 

in general contain both incoming end outgoing waves, 

corresponding to the several possible modes of formation 

and disintegration f.or instance, the reactions of 

Li 7 + He 4 all end all-. Li 7 -t- 2ue 4 • These d1f f eren t 
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poss1bil1tios will be distinguished by the indices j,l, ••• 

It may be assumed that one can prepare the system 

so that it contains only one kind of incoming wave, 

say the reaction envolv1ng a pair "l" as the reecting 

components. The state of tho system may ,~hen be 

specified by the wave-equation: 

where 
Y'j(1j.)-1a the product of the real, normalized 

wave-functions of the two reacting particles, which 

correspond to disintegration into the pair (j). 

rj•is the distance between the particles which 

p:r-oduce the pair (j}. 

u3-1a the square root of their velocity. 

The first term in the equation corresponds to the 

approaching particles, the bJ j 1ndioe.tes they are or 

the type ( J.) only (Kronecker b ) • (For j =- J. , the 

system reduces to the foregoing resonance soatte1"ing.) 

The U t j are the elements of the "collision matrix" 

introduced by J. A. Wheeler, or the Heisenberg S -Ma tr1x. 

(17 ,18 119). It is a set of' (n2) conetents, if the 

number or possible disintegrations 1a (n). The quantity 

I U t j/ 2 1e the probability of a reaction,. yielding the 

pair· ( j) it the pair ( /. ) collide. 

The form of t.f j is assumed to be es in the c11se 
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of scntteI'lng: 

(D-2) 
subjeot to assumption (e). 

The energy dependent quantities u3, kj, U Jj' end O(j will 

be given a number index to correspond to the different 

relative eners1eaE1 ; E2, ••• • • • • 

The Mntrix, II U;,j JI , will be denoted by 7T, end 

when it corresponds to ener£y Bi, it will be denoted 

by T,ll • 
The quantities cxj will be· considered a vector or (n) 

components end denoted by [d]. The veator, [cf], will 

also be given energy subscripts 1n the manner of U 1 • 

The quantities u1 , u2 , •• • ••• w1ll be .unfined tu1 e 

reo.l die.gonal matrix end will be denoted tr 1, tr2,, ..••• , etc. 

The equation oorresponding to Eq. (C-5) may be 

derived first bJwr1t1ng: 
H 'f 1w, = · E, 'fun 

H 'f 1.' == I: .... <J'"J,. t 
The signii'ioance or the indices is obvious from 

the foregoing discussion. 

In a manner entirely analogous to the derivation 

of Eq. (C-5), the first of Eq. 's (D-3) 1s multiplied 

by lf ;,_ and the second by the conjugate of \J' 13 , the 

eque.tion:a aubtraoted mnd integrated over the sphere to get: 

(D-4) ;{J d 5 ( '/':i V ft., - f,,. V 'f,:) = (e, - e'z) ft1.v f,,. 'f2~ 

-so-



Eq. (D•l) is now substituted into tho left-hand 

side and Eq. (D-2) into the right hand side, and the 

equivalent of Eq .. (C-5) is given af'ter the integration by& 

[ -1'1. ( t'lajaJ it _/lr,ja/J . ) 
j 211i -u'i u7,i e b/j - tl1. 1; e / (, 1,i x 

-il,jaj /-A,; eti"J E( .fz } 
(- {? '£ Htj - IJ, mj G> / + j 2 ~· 11'J· 1'1.j ;,. 

(D-5) 
( i i 2 • ) ( e- i' i,i a/ 5 . - U . ,- i,j a J') x 

:J MJ . I '"J e 

( . ,· '2j a,• I I * -,,' ( . (J. •.) e f,11 -+ vtz.1/ e 1 J 

:::. ( E, - £ 2) o( 1h'I ol 1; 
Vtlth the assumption that (ks) is small this becomes: 

f it, ( ~.,.J - U, mj J 11,j 'll2f' { &,j - /11..1/) + t'I { & m/ - t/1111/) J< 

(D-6) 
1.t,i' Uij ( ~,j + U; tj) = 2 (£, -13.,,,) cx,M o<, 

or in the matrix notation adopted above: 

i Ji ( 1 + 71;) r,r, a,-, ( t -Cl, ? + ti, ( 1- ll,) r:r, -, er:, ( 1 + U~ t) 
::: t ( £, -Ez.) ( fin) 

Eq. (D-7) corresponds to Eq. (C-7) end involves the 

same approximations. 

Putting 1\ E2, 1 t follows that tf l::: tf fi U1 =- ~; 
and Eq. (D-7) becomes:, 

<n-a> ( 1+ ll,}( 1- U.') + (1-/l, ){ l r[l? = 2-Z II. fl/= o 



It f'Qllows then that 

1h il1t . i (1) 1s a unit matrix, end 

therefore the matrices 7l1 sre unitary. 

If Eq. (D-l) and Eq. (D-2) represent a solution 

then so must their conjugate imaginary. In the con-

jugate imaginary the second term 1n the bracket repre-

sents the incoming waves, hence: 

Since the incoming wave on the right above ere 

the san1e as on the left, the two sides must be equal. 

It follows that the outgoing wave oorrei;ponding to the 

pair (m), is s.lso the same, ort 

/1.im ,' "'" r,., 

f:w Crrn VM) 

and for this to be so, it must follow that: 

bm.e = fu/1 Uim or 1lltfl-=: 1 
With this r;lation and the previous one, 7,l[l'1 -== llf/7 = t 
it follows that (J Cl or the matrices U are symmetric. 

'l'he reali tycondi tion then follow.a. in the same 
it .T.* * ,r. manner, tor: ol. ,t T: :: - / LI,; «i 'J: 

J and consequently-: 

{D-10) 
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or in matrix notation, 

0 11 r J and fot, 1 r - CT, l ~/ J (D-lOe.) [ ol t J = - Vl1 1. «, 

The following table (ref. 20), will define the relet-

1onships between some of the special types of matrices. 

Relation Name of A Relationsh1J2 of Elements - Symmetric A=A A =A 
""-1 pq qp 

A= A Orthogonal satisfies: 

A= A~ Real 
fA A -=-[A A =6 

ps qs sp sq pq 
A = A * pq pq 

A= •A* Pure Imaginary Apq-= 1Bpq (Bpq is real) 

A -==- At Iierm1 tean 

A = (A tr•l Unitar,-

A = A·il· pq qp 
Sat1ef1~s: 

Z° A* A = .f A'" A =S° s ps qs $ sp sq pq 
,IV 

A = transposed matrix ot· A (rows and oolumna intcrohonged). 

To solve Eqs. (D-7) through (D-lOa) it is again 

necessary to substitute for the quantities 71,, as in 

the oaee of resonance scattering; therefore the 

quantities tS: are defined by: 

1 .f / a; s: 11, 

(Doll) {;r; = 1 - i l, ,S «i 

~he quantities ,5' are matrices es were the Tl's 
end have the same number of rows and columns. Eech row 

end column corresponds to a particular mode of d1s1n-



tegration o:r the compound riuoleus. The matrices ,5' 
ere symmetric, hermitean, and unitary beosuse the matr1oes ti 
are also. They ere therefore real symmetric matrices anda 

It .- Ir 
(D•l2) S: == 0 = 5, = ,f, 
Using the trensf'orme.t1on Eq. (D•ll) in ~q. (D-7), !.t. 

becomes:. 

( 

= 2 ( E, - £:,,) r R,L) 

Mult1pl;ying on the left by {,:;f't1-iu,5'.u,J / end from 

the right by-{11+,a,S,.11 .. ) a;'J (in matrix algebra this is 

equivalent to the division which leads to Eq. (C-15), 

th1 s becomes: 

-~ +J: =A {e, -E,) u,-1(1-irr, i:u,){IJ,,.)(1-,.c'rra.S',.u.) u .. -, 

=- l(E,-E.,_)(5.,J 
1; 

where (:a12) is defined by the last part of' the Eq. (D-13). 

wherea 

(D-14) 

and the vector [.~J is thus defined in matrix notnt1on as: 

( D-15) [ f3.] = f_ Tl,-, ( 1 - ,',r, ,t, u,) [ o<., 1 



Since 1': and are real it is spparEmt thnt (Bi2 ) is 

real (from Eq. (D-15)). 

S;tnce ,I, end are symmetric ( :a12) must be 

eymmotrio. It follows then that: 

bl. 

it P•m = ~1..-n -. p,, }3,1 

and :tt ia apparent then that the vectors [{Jl 11re multip• 

les of a common vector., or that: 

where bl is e reel 

number depending on ti.he energy, and "" end ['50) sre 

independent of the energy. r.u has the absolute velue 

of unity-, the vector [Pol is reel, end it me.y be assumed 

normalized, such thst: 

t ~-z == I . l"'J J where (~j) occurs bec~use [~] 
is real. 

Eq. (D•lOa) may be Wl'itten in terms of the 

matrices~, in the folltJwing manner: 

and compa~ing the coefticients with Eq. (D-15) one 
sees that: l7, [{S,.,.J z:: -11.[{!,] or from Eq. (D-16) 

[{5t J =- b, w r,:1 -z [ p,1 -z- h, [/3.] , but the vector 

is real hence eu:: t 1, and it will be assumed the w =1. 

Using Eq, (D-16) end (D-15) it follows that: 

(D-18) [o1.,] = .2/ b, { 1- / l(, ,j, lfi) -'-,:t 1 [ /!o] 



also for Eq. (D•l4): 

( B,-..) ml :::: p,.,., /3 1,* = 6, [ p,,]m hz[fJrt] ,t 
or putting 

[ Po] tn r p,,J ,t ::: ( Bo) r»R 

it follows th-at 

also since (B0 } hes the 

property thet when multiplied by nny vector the direction 

of that '7eoto:tt is changed to the direction of the 

vector [.oC.J 11 (in this case), and likewise the operation 

on Lll(.j is en idempotent and has the property that 

(Bo) == (Bo)e-= (Bo)3-::. ... 

It is sr,,p;:,r.ent tha.t Eq. (D-13) must have the form: 

(D-20) ,S,-== S~ - 01 (Bo) This follows from the 

properties of (B12) =- b1 b2(B0 ), in the seme menner es 

in the case of resonance scattering. o1 1s en unknown 

real. function of the energy and lee. real symmetric 

matrix independent of E1 • 

Putting Eq. (D-20) 1nto Eq. (D-13), it becomes: 

This equation ma7 be handled 1n sn exeotly s1m1le.r 

manner as Eq. (C-15) to get relations analogous to 

Eq. (C-20), and from this comsl!.! the result: 

(D•22) c,= ;ht:+ CQ:I 
(E,-Ec) 



Absorbin the constant es before,~ is redefined 

es being decreased by[ 0 0 (B0 )], and es before C«, may 

be put equal to zero without loss of generel1ty nnd 
es e, result: 

It 1s now apparent thet ,s' becomes equal to ~fx, 
when E1...., «:> , hence ,s'a:, gives the phase shift for 

bombarding particles of infinite energy. 

Using b1 = Cifi b!)/(Ei - E0 ) (e consequence or 
Eq. (D-22) end Eq. (D-18)), the vector [o<,] becomes: 

(:0-24) [ex,]= ,• I; bo (1 -/ Ur s', lii} -U, f Po] 
E, - Eo 

Where E0 end b0 are arb1trar1 real numbers, end 

[f,b] is an arbitrary reel vector of length one, and 

1s an arbitrary real, symmetric matrix, and 

putting these into the expression for 7J, together 

with (B0 ) 31 -=-[Pi"llP1.J J {B0 )=-(B0 ) 2= (B0 ) 3._ •• ,. 

I _i I Z )-J { 1 - t' u; $'Cb u; + i h bo tr, { Bd) tli 
{S, - E,,) 

It 1a to be noted that the ordinary division is 

not defined in opera. ti ons with ms trices ( exo ep t by a 

constant), but instead, an inverse metrix (A-1 ) is de-

.fined and the f1v1sion process 1s rEiplaced by an operation 

(A•1a), and this operation does not in general commute, 
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since multiplication does not. 

Clearing the fraction Eq. (D-25) becomes: 
ll, =[(t4-ii1,$(l)u,}(£,-Eo) - Jtb~ IT, {Bo)U,] )( 

(D-25a) 

.Another way of writing this matrix, l7, is: 
Ti .... (:t.+ilT, ,s'a, U,) l I; J/· ( . -t ( ( . I )-1 
tA' - (l . 0 • 1-1"lf,i>o1 rr,) -rr, Bo) l1i 1-ur, ~"' Vi 

(D-25b) -11,; coll;} {e-E;, +j;J) 

where 
;i = 1; h! /3j Uj (l-t''(T,~U, 1;; u, Pt 

JI 
end the vector £« J which is the ooeff1c1ent of the 

wave .function ot the compound nucleus then shows the 
resonance behavior: 

[ol] = /Abo { 1 -t'i{ ,$'rt} -I "[T [Jo} 
E-E0 +j';,. 

The irensformation of Eq. (D-85&) into Eq. (D-25b) is 

not presented, though is 1s not 1mmedlstely apparent. 

There are two special ceses of interest in this 

general derivation. These with the angular momentum 

equal to zero (this assumption has not been used pre-

viously). Eq. (D-25) 1s the most general form of 11 
sat1sfy'ing Eq. (D-7) and Eq. (D-10) • but 1 t 1s seen 

that U" goes ove:r to: 

Tf ( t -l Tl /a, u) (1 + i',r ,1ex, 77) -, for very large (E - E0 ) 

while [o<.] in this oe.se goes to zero. Thus for very-

large (E - E0 ) the aoe.ttering does not go through the 

intermediate state. This imposes n condition, not 



previously used, on the Tl. The condition is that 

for very large (E - E0 ), in order that there be scat-

tering end/or a :reaction then ll = 1. (i is s. unit 

matrix.) or that 11 becomes a diegonel matrix. 

These two requirements are examined 1n detail in 

the following pages~ 

In the first instance, it is required that the 

sc~ttering ,!!l!! reaction go through the compound state, 

then this condition requires tha.t Tl b.ecome: 

The Matrix ( Cf• 1 ) then becomes: 

- i Ii bo2 
7T ( Bo) rr 

E - Eo + { ti 
,2 

(D-26) (C(- 1) -

il = b~ i 1f1f->j 
J 

The cz-oss.-sect1on for the trans1 tion from state ( j) 

to state ( ). is then: 

(D-27) 

or 

rr z -rr ~,. b: (-ui P/Pru., L 
OJ, = i/ f (fl-1};, / "' ~· ( E -1=.)Z --1-f ;i' 

where, 

17 -=- t ho2 f 11J 0 r- <~ 9 - J 
J 

The more r1go1•ous assumption that all scattering 

and reaction go through the intermediate state; then 
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leads to the usual resonance formula. 

The seoond restriction, and less rigorous is that, 

for (E - E0 ) large, only the reactions need go through 

the compound state; this has as a consequence thet iT 
must be diagonal as was pointed out. But if V 1s 

diagonal so mu$t be diagonal. The elements of 

the diagonal ,Ji, mar be denoted sj, then from Eq. (D-25b), 

one has: 

rcr-1~.1 
(D-28) 

where: 
;i = t; h: 4 /3; 1(/'j 

J 1-c'S/Vj 
The qusntity ;) mey be separated into its real and 

imaginary parts, A - r + .2 /LJ 

where f., ,v:. 
p = 1,: t ' ·-

j 1 .- v/5f 
end 

Now for j -::;. _,t the first tertn<'Of Eq. (D-28) vanishes 

and the effective cross sect,1on of the reection yielding 

pair ( i. ) when the pair ( j) reao t 1s g1 ven by: 

,,here: I' :: 2. ,-,_ 
, j J 



The two main differences between this equation 

and Eq. (D-27) are: e) the energy shift LI , ,21h1oh can 

be shown to be smell in any case, and b) the more oom-

p11oated dependence of r on the energy. 

It might be noted that the pure scattering croos 

section (or / = j) 1s g1 ven by: 

Up to now the physical interpretation of the 

various quantities used in this derivation has remained 

rather vague, and they will now be give, since the 

physical situation may be more easily seen in the 

final result. 
The quantities ~/kj are rather obvious. 

The quantities fli form e. dimensionless vector 

and they serve formally to saparete the total width ( r) 
into partial widths ( /13). In the usual (n, T) processes 

the J3 (neutron) is practically unity while (3 (red1nt1on) 

is very small, this 1n spite of the faot that r(red1et1on) 

is very much larger than r (neutron}. This 1s merely a 

reoitat1on of the fe.ots., thnt while the soatteri11g of 

4 -rays by nuole1 is very small, the probeb111 ty of a 

""(•rny being emitted in processes involving material 

particles is very large. There are e:xoeptionn, of' course. 



The interpretation of the (b0 ) is the same es before 

but now the quantity (l/ Pj b;) 1s to be interpreted as 

the distance covered by the particle during the mean life. 

fhe p j serves to define the process. 

The quantities rJ are as usual the partial widths 

end represent the probability (as explained 1n Chapt. I) 

of any one of the several energetically possible trans-

s1tions. It should be clear at this point how the mean-

lifetime or the example in Chapt. I was calculated, 1.e., s 

typical r (neutron) W!!S taken as being ("" .02 ev), 

this value being in keeping with measurements. 

The quantities eJ are the diagonal elements of the 

matrix t..5/» , and have the dimensions of (1/v). These 

quantities determine the normal scattering, as 111ustroted 

by Eqs. (D-29) and (D-30). For radietion scattering 

/JJ/~ 0 because normel scattering of radiation by 

nuclei is negligible. It follows that,unless EJ is 

vel'y large indeed, s3v3 c:c lend hence !Jt.L l. 

Some general remarks can be made concerning 

this derivation, end they follow. First of all, it is 

noted that this derivation makes no assumpt1011. or 

structure of the nucleus except as is contained in the 

assumption (a). Thie, of course, is rather stringent as 

fa~ as the shape of the levels in the nucleus 1s con-

cerned, but it provides no method of obtaining or esti-

mating the character of the levels (that 1e the spacing, 

total width, etc.) so that they may be checked by 



experiment. Instead one makes the derivation and uses 

the experiment to fix the constants. In this sense, 

the derivation amounts to the expansion, in a series, 

of the wave function in the vicinity of a resonance 

level. If there exist two or more levels close to-

gether, the region of validity is seriously restricted. 

At the present time, the amount of experimental data 

deemed sufficiently accurate to warrant the fixing of 

the quantity ( r) is almost nil. 

The second remark is made in reference to the 

Heisenberg 5-Matrix Theory. It is shown in referenoe (19) 

that the resonance reactions and scattering follow es a 

special case of the general theory of the 5 -Matrix. 

More will be said ot this later. 

The last remark concerns the generality of the 

derivation., The results of this derivation.follow from 

the general asymptotic behavior of the \Vave function 

assumed to describe the system. It is to be expected 

then that less specific information concerning the 

nucleus is obtained. The approximate region o:r 

validity depends upon the interpretation of the 

quantities in the formula and these must be taken .from 

experimental data, which after e.ll must be the final 

criterion of any theory. 



(E) Derivation by Bethe (9). 
The system, composed of a pcrticle end a nucleus, 

will be described in terms of the stationery states. (~l). 

The initial state will consist of particle (P) end 

nucleus (Ah the intermediate state will be only 

nucleus (C)., ( the compound nucleus); and the final state 

will be composed of final nucleus (B) and outgoing 

pe.rticle (Q). Obviously 1 t has been assumed that only 

one type of reaction can telte plaoe, that is symbolicallyi 

A + 1J --i, O* _., B + Q 

It is .t'urther assumed that only one resonance 

level lies in the region of validity for this derivation. 

Since the system consists of' e. free pe.rt1cle and 

e nucleus, the energies of the azstem lie in the con-

tinuum. The eigenvalues of the Ham1lton1en then are a 

continuous spectrum. The Perturbation then will produce 

a change in the wave functions describing the system. 

The ;t'ollowing notation will be adopted: 

Let,X~•be the wave function of the 1nit1al or target 

nucleus, assumed normalized end known. 

J,13 •be the wave function of the final or residual 

nucleus, assumed normalized and known. 

X. •be the wave function of the incident particle p 
(a function of its internel coordinetea only). 

If P is a simple particle, then X.p == l. 

i, •be the wave function of the emitted parti~l~ 
q 

(internal coordinates only) and as before if Q 



is simple particle, XQ = 1. 

1/1, -be the wave .function of the relative motion of p 

the incident particle and terget nucleus. This 

is not assumed to be known or normalized. \/i p con-

sists of' en incident plane wave and an outgoing, 

scattered, spherical wave. 

4'9 -be the wave function of the relative motion of' 

the emitted pnrticle end the residual nucleus. 

This 1s not assumed known or normalized. This 

1s solely an outgoing wave, whose empl1tude de-

termines the probability or tho disintegration 

process, A~ P _,. B -1- Q. 

The total Hamiltonian (JI) may be split in the 

following two ways: 

H = Ha-\- r~-+ Uq -t Vsq 

wheret 

end 

HA•-contains the kinetic energy and interaction of 

the particles within the ,nucleus (A), 

H2--same sign1t1cenoe as HA except for the incident 

particle, and it P is an elementary paz•tiole then Hp o. 
Tp•-is the kinetic energy of the relative motion 

of A and P. 

Up-•is the effeotive potential energy of the 

particle P. This will be the coulomb potential for 

charged part1olea 8nd zero for uncharge particles, out-



side the nucleus. Inside the nucleus the potential Up 

must be chosen so that the wave function \fp decreases 

in amplitude rapidly, in order thnt the wave function of 

the compound nucleus is dominant. This requires that Up 

bee repulsion. The physical signi1'1ennce of this I'EI• 

qu1rement 1s that, oocord1ng to th~ "many-body" process 

discussed in Cha.pt. I, the pe.rt1cle (or aggregate of 

particles) is to loae its individuality when interacting 

with the nucleus. This is also convenient mathematically 

as it will help the perturbation-series to converge more 

rapidly (if it converges at all). 

VAv•oonta1ns the interaction-potential, not oon-

te1ned 1n u2 • It in general depends upon all the 

coordinates of all the particle of the incident end 

target nuclei (or particles). 

The terms in the Eq. (E-2) have the s~me s1gn1fioenoe 

for the nuclei (or particles) (B) and (C..l). 

The internal wave functions X. A• l 8 , Xp, XQ 
satisfy· the equation: 

{E-3) /-/ 1· }: ,· -= ~Vi }'. c' 
The compound nucleus wave-function satisfies 

the equation: 

except at the boundary or the compound nucleus. le then 

1s restricted to a finite extension, inside the nuclear 

radius. This assumption will be recognized as betn.g the 

same as used previously in the other derivations. 



The total weve function mey be written: 

(E-5) tf = "'KR Yp ~:, + 'l,s \Pq -t C f c.. (C ::: constant.) 

and 1 t ie required to find the wave funo tion If • 
wh1oh satisfy the Schrodinger equation: 

(E-6) 
Since the first two terms have extensions from 

zero to infinity, they are assumed to be the zero order 

wave function and the last term (C ~ 0 ) represents the 

perturbation or is the correction to the unperturbed wove 

funot1on. .Actually ~o is assumed known and C is un-

known. This assumes as ~,as done before that the wave 

functions of the compound sta.to are the same, apart 

.from a constent, for all energies. The constsnt (C) ms.y 

then depend on the energy. 

The energy W, in Eq. (E-5) may be written as the 

sum of the energies of the components of the syste~: 

Where WA and WP are the internal energies of 

A and P, and Ep is the kinetic energy of their 

relative motion. 
Equation (E-5) may be written: 

(E-S) ( 1-l - kJ ) '£ = o 
th.en it is also true that: 

-Y,t Y.; (H- w) f 0 

This may be partially integrated over the 

ooordinn tes of A and P (internal) 11 and ,v1 ll remain 
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zero since the 1ntegre.nd is ident:tonlly zero.: 

(E-9) f 1F{11. 1: (H-W) l£ 4r11 d-cK' 0 

,In a like manner, one has.: 

(E-10) J y; ( 1-J-lv) '£ J-ru d-c~ = o 
and 

(E-ll) Jx; (H-w)P dt:c.. =o 

It is evident ~hat when the dependence upon 

.A.A, X p, X B' and X, Q. nre 1ntegrnted out, the i'irst two 

Eqs., (E-9) end (E-10), will become e flmotion of tho 

relative coordinates of A and P; and Band Q, only. 

They are differen.t1al equations of the two functions 

t/' p and \J'Q: The third Eq., (E-11), will serve to r1x 

the constant (C). 

Using the expression for f, H, and W given by 

Eqs. (E•l), (E•7), Emd (E-5), Eq. (E-8) becmnes.: 

f x:r,,* (/-In+ Hp +Tr -t Vs,, -w,, -w,, -~,) ,c 

( 't.it.p t,, -t- X5 'X.q tG +Cle) dtpdrp -:::: 0 
It is seen 1m.11et'liately from Eq. (E-3) that the 

terms 1nvolv1ng HA, Hr, nnd WA, Wp, will be zero so 

this reduces to: 

It is convenient to define a new operator: 

the bracketed expression 

then o:f the Hnmiltonisn operator, becomes: (VAP • Lp), 
end the integral may be split into the sum of three 



integrals: f 
Jr; 1; (VRp -L,) Y-rt~p 'fp ,Jr:19 dc,.,. rRTr11r,1f" (V,,p-tp) t Kc. Jr,adtp 

{E-15) _,. f i,/k,Jl;(V11,-Lp) r6 Yr.\ 'l'Q dr11 dr,-, 

The first integral may be split egain to get: 

Since (VAF) does not contain differentiations ,11th 

reapoot to (rA) or (l'p), the .f1z-st lntogrnl may bo 

wr1 tten: 

nnd the second, 

The final result is: 

Lr, V, p :::. C f x,t x,t' ( V11p - Lp) Xe dr,:1 rJr:rP 

-+ f1-xl)P· Jtpl 2 (V14,,) fp dI11 dr:p 

+ J x,t ,t ,,it ( V11p- lp) l-e 'Xq lf'¥ d-r:,:, dt:p 
end s1m:l.larly for LQ (defined just aa was Lp), one obtains: 

(E-l7 ) I.~ If~ = t Ix: l/ ( v6<1/ - l 'I) ~L dr11 d r,. 
-\- J I "¥-8 \ i. I -Y: 4 I -z ( V 15 ~) t q d r 6 d -c~ 

-+ I Y.; x Gtt ( V 8 - L er ) -X 11 1-p f,, d cg d l 



The third rel~.t1on (E-10) mey be written, using (E-1) 

and (E-5): 

f X: { JI n + II r + T, -t ti r -t v,. p - w 11 - w p -1: p) Yn "Kr lfp d re. 

(E-18) 

+ f 'Y-i ( 1-1- kJ ) (. r c. cJ -Cc '= O 

The terms 1nvolv1ng HA, Hp, n8 , ¾• WA, Wp, WB, ond 

WQ, w.111 add to zero because of equAtion (E-3) • Using 

the definition of the operators Lp e.nd ~, Eq. (E-18) 

becomes: J X.t ( V111p - L p) 111 l'-p 'fp drc. 

(E-19) + J l/ ( V15~ - l~ ) }s X'R ~q of-cc.. 

-t J X. ( H -w) c. X. c. dtc... 
The lest term of (E-18) becomes·, upon performing 

the indioated operation and integrating, using (E-4), 

t J Xe ( w, - w) 'Xt.. dr: C, = C { We -w) f ;l'c,.,. le dee 
and the ;t O may be assumed normalized, hence (E-19) 

becomes.: 
c ( Wc..-w) = f lc.~(V,1p -1-,,) Xt<11P ft, dee. 

-t f 7..t (V6 ~ - Llil)l.e :tli' fq Jr:c. 
It may be remarked, thet the last term in (E-16) 

corresponds to transitions wh1oh do not go through the 

compound state, or symbolically, the trF.lnsition 10, 

A + P B -t- Q. Thie gives rise to another phenomenon, 

"Potential reaction", and would result 1n a shift of' the 

levels of the compound stste, QS was seen in the pre-



ceding derivation. It was shown at that time, that this 

term would be small for all except extremely high energies. 

It will henceforth be neglected. 

The second term constitutes for the first time, en 

actual formulation or potential scattering. Depending 

upon the choice of the potential Up, this term will be 

small. Up was chosen to be a rather strong repulsion 

within the nucleus so that the amplitude of the wave func-

tion 'f p would deoresse rapidly from the surface of the 

nucleus, and Vu is restricted to the region of the nuoleus 

alone. In this and the following work, this term will be 

neglected as small oomps.red to the first term for the 

above reasons. 

Similar considerations apply to Eq. (E•l7). 

In the light of the foregoing considerations Eq. (E-16) 

ma7 now be written: 

(E-21) Lp 'ft' C J ft ,t' x/ ( Vnp - i;J Xe dC-19 d-cp 

This is a differential equation which must be solved 

for \f p• There 1s a similar equation for {fQ,, end the 

remaining unknown quantity (C) will be tound from (E-20) 

when l/' p and (/1 Q have been determined. In principle at 

lee.u1t, the problem is now solved, though the solution is 

not immediately evident. The following discussion will 

be broken into two parts: s) Solutions of the particle 

we.ve equations, end b) Determining the coeff'1c1ent of 

the compound state wave function. 



To solve the inhomogeneous tlifferential Eq. (E-21) 

for f P' it must first be separated, in spherioal polar 

coordinates (justified by the fsGt that Lp is a 

spherically symmetric operator). Let, 

rh _ t. cf fJ. \I ) 
Tp - J,.., _'.tni lfm(-JJi/ 

r"p 
The separation is straight-forward, with proper 

account being taken of the inhomogeneity. The 

differential Eq. (E-21) is, using definition of tp: 

l/ ll 'f,,) + It I" - u,J 'I',, "" c.. J x,i" X/ ( v,Jrl,,) Xe de.,. 

wb,ere 

Mp= reduced mass. 

Let the inhomogeneity be denoted by- ( 1:) (and the 

f,fl(nf'f be denoted by b), and the tesseral harmonics 

simply by b , eo the t: l h Y ==- I,,., Y €m ( .J.J t/ ) lf,,.lfft / r, 
rutting Eq. (F.•22) into Eq. (E-21) and making use 

of the abbreviation, Eq. (E-21) becomes: 

The summation may be reduced to a single term 

if the orthogonal1 ty properties or Y are utilized. 

-so-



Multiplying by Y ,.:,n end integrating over the angle 

one has: 

l f ~· I v:_v r lr1. ~) J + J '-f '_1:_ [ '},, (f,;1'# ~J] 
fm 2-"'r r"L Jy or r j,111J 

(E-24) 

but, , 
J!,7( Yttttl"t} Y.tr,i tid ::. f.e:, (Y -normalized) 

therefore, Eq. (E-24) beoomesi 

J.: !. [ .J_ (r 2 J] -t JC (:<2-- {Sh'~~)) 
2r1p r1. of" r2 sin 1'- c)l} 

(E•25) 

-+ k I C ( cJ :_'f.) + ( E rt - Up ) h == f.z. \( I 'k 
,-i Sin'l. 1'- <> Cf z ,-

Multiplting e.ll terms by r 2 end dividing by (b), 

Eq. (E-25) becomeau 

K [ ( rl ~) J -f ff r; {L (Sin t9 }Y J) 
2MI" b ~y or $1i, 1' 0 ,, 19-

(E•26) 1. f ',ft 

+ f v1• (o~}} ;- r,.{e,-u,) = h KY 
Sin -i-i9 o 'f' 

The quant1tJ in the brackets ls now s function of 'l.9-

snd r/ , and sepa.ration has been oohieved. Letting the 

separation constant be i. ( {1 I ) , the radial oqustion 

becomes (after multiplying by b, end dividing by r 2 J end 

using b:: 'f>t'Jrri/r, as defined): 

(E-27) !1. ! i(tirL['ft.,.., 7)t(r2(E -U.,,)-~2 J{.1-1,~fft,.4,, =fXY',r 
l .A fl. a..- c)r r J p ,.. - - -,.,, 2n,, ,i r 



and this reduces to: 

it d,, ... l E - u,, _ ! 2 1 '!.~ ) t/' ft M -= fr Y • Tr,,." . 
1.Mf &(.r 1., P 2,M , 

or finally: 

(E•28) ~1. d~P2t1t ( t - Ur - !_-z. l!_r~t!)J lff'.1,,1 ::: C C,,J,r;J 
l 11 e;t r-i. + " tn, .. 

wheXte: 

(du.,,) 18 the element of solid angle (a1n-ild1'-d'f). Thus 

the 1:nhomogeneitJ is s function or the relative 

corrd1nate (rp) only. 
'?he general solution of this ordinary difi'erentiel 

equation 1s given by en abitrary solution or Eq. (E-28) 

plus sny multiple of the regular solution to the homo-

geneoue equation. fhe inhomogeneity 1s dependent upon 

the short-range :forces through (V AP) and the function 0 , 

hence will be appreciable only 1n the region within, or 

very close to the nucleus (O). For large (rp) this 

solution must be identical to a certain solution ot 
the homogeneous equation, end this certain solution will 
nor 1n general be the regular solutionJ hence the 

asymptotic behaviott ot ~1111 1ss 

(E-29) 'f P.e "-' oc Pt Pf,e Cr,J -t fi~ • P. {r11) 
wi '" l'" .R where f (r) and g(r) 

are the regular and irregular solutions to the bomogenous 



equation, and satisi"yi 

t 1. di. l 
(E-80) - - { t Ii) -1- ( E, -u,, -_L . f !.:!!i) [ f: q) ::: o 

2111' d.,. z. 'd .tn,, r'Z J' 
These solutions are well known end their asymptotic 

form is: 

t ;vs,·,, c,,. - err +~.eJ 
2 

- tos ( f< r - ":- + &a.) 
( ~) 1s the phase shift from the tree particle 

case 0eused by the potential (Up)• The normalization 

is taken oare of by the d.. and p • There nre three 

constants to be determined, hence two or them only are 

independent. Also a1nce t(r) and g(r) are solutions 

to the homogeneous equation, they are valid for eny 

potential UP and for all rp• 
Equations (E-30) may be written as: 

1 J. :.f -t [ ft. l, - 2 ,.,,,, lip - l_!!:!!} J t · :: 0 
dr 1 r~ 

f -+ [ t ,.._ l"1_ti!11 - ,l f:!;!_!)] f ,t/ ' D 
tJ r 2. -t, -,_ .,- 1. d 

and subtracting these, one has: 

or partially 1nteg,:-et1ng over variable rp, (indefinite 

1ntegre.l) 1 

<t-32 > ( a. cJ1 - F dJ) -== 0m$1. 
d rJ r ,iy-

Now if the regular Equations (E-30) and (E-28) are 



used, in the same manner, :one hes: 

f'- D Jzf, 1 ,/J f / - f"tyJ _ f.e..., + r 1:, ti 'h J{J-11} 7,rf- · = C · , f17. 2'11' olt1. l • P - 14 - - r-z. J r.tm On-, 
( E-33) .2 f1i 

rf' 111. J t.f [ - .J 7. I .,J. 1 (U p -;:: D '-f Pttti ? ..., r t E JP - U,-, - !1-- -f _:!!. Tr1, • r1rJ 
~n(' til-t1. 2Mf' r 2 r.J,n 

Subtracting these two equations one has: 

Integrating now over the vari~ble (rp) with the 

same transformation as in Eq. (E-31), this becomes: 

(E-34) [ ftr) aJr.tm - ~, c,( 't.-)1 :::. 2 0Pf l,r) e,,'J (r} clr 
CO• lM cr~ 'J -/,' r. t>1 

Using now: lf f. -t ·~ and f-'\., 5 wi f.!,.. 
-1., l,ot, f,r 

the left hand side of Eq. (E-~4) becomes: 

5"; &r {ot J, Ur-,, lr - f<- :1m p,,.J- (o< .;r,;,, f<,,. -t/3 i,)(-1:J tPsii 
or 

{ t_ - D( ~JS,:,,, fl_, lf>/6 lr - ft i {.s,;,-,:.t,,-+ Cos2 la) = - pi, 
lienoe Eq. {E-34) becomes: 

The integ~al on the right is now extended to 

inf'1n1ty, because the left hend side is seen to approach 

a constant limit (-~k) ss r P ino11eases ( since esymptotic 

was used) or .J [P cJJ _ t el}] -== _ (3 f_ 
r _., 0o th tA r 

liow putting k-== (Mpv)/ "1 and dividing both sides of 

Eq. (E-35) by this expression, the constant~ is 
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determined to be: 

v,b.ere: d.n.p =- r;/ dr,:, dwr 

The constant f3Plm is therefore not arbitrary but 

uniquely determined by the inhomogeneous differential 

equation. 

Eq. (E-36) may be f'urther simplified by using the 

tact that (l,p) i.s: aefl-adjoint and its oontr1but1on to 

the integral vanishes. To show this lets 

(E-37) Fp1 ::. f f,,.,.tr) Y,,,, {,Jl'J~) 
rri r, 

Then obviously (from the definition of Lp) 

FPlm satisfies the equation: 

L, fi,,,m .:: o 
Thus Plm becomes: 

(E-38) 

where 

and d11s is the 

totnl volumn element dt"p;.dt'p dA.-p dt:Ifi 't,l Q• 
There now remains the two erbitrery constants 

{ tt n.lm end ) to be fixed. of. may be fixed by 1 Plm 
oons1del"'ing the e.symptotio behavior of the wnve functions 

'f' Plm end t Qlm• It was assumed at the beginning that 
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\fp1m must contain en incident plane-wave snd en out-

going (scattered) spherical wave. The t/' Plm and lf Qlm 

for m =p O must bsve the form lfhm A.- e'· i,,rp , and I' -cl:t-
\lJ • a"q and no term behaving as e except ,.~lm """ e 
the partial wftvea with m = 0 in 'f Plm' which describe 

the incident plane wave. 

The incident plane wave may be written in the form, 

unit current): (normalized to 

111 tne _ 
'p -

I i,r: I S'"" I y 
e z (~) ,2,-:1.--;· T ti.J+,J 10 l-J) 

[ ,· ti r - ./Jr) . - i (I.,- - ifJJ e Jl._e :z-

(E-40) 

ena therefore tor pe.rticle { P) and m ::: O, Eq. (E-40) 

,·J,. re 
where r is an arbitrary coefficient, whioh takes the 

place of .Flm in this solution, howevery they are not 

equal. 'r, as well as t Bnd g are real. 

Comparing the required asymptotic behavior of Plm 

for ell (ml), ( fl'lm"" e•·k~ , m ~O) end Eq. (E-41) for 

(m == 0) with the known behavior of fpim and gPlm given by 

Eq. (E-30) one obtains: 

(a) for all m /:=O 
f I, ) /j,,. 

l I, A.I a -+ ;, == lconsf e1 
'f'p,2"' 0 

from 
& ,.. ., I • .P) e -::: ( C/J'S M.r + 1 .$/~ ,c,-
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Therefore from Eq. (E-29) 1t is apparent that: 

or thati 

CE-42> tn- -= P11.i.w. l q. ... , f) 
end as a result, the number of outgoing particles of 

the kind P with quantum numbers land m, is given by: 

(E-43) Uitwi -== ""r I JJ,,, ... Jl. 
(b) form= o. 
Putting the asymptotic behavior of fp1 and gPl 

into the equation Y'flrrt~O(Plm tr.e-t FPJ- ~fJ. (for lorge r), 

there results: 

and form-== o, 
one may put "-,lwt -At -== i ~fJ.,,, , to tl-1.ke care 
of the partial weves 01' m = 0 which are inoom1ng,·then 

one has, 

1 I,) ioi, { R '/1 ) i ('Ir- !ff +ft) , _,"[b-U-+SR J 
(E-44) T l':t O '= l"(lo -~' e -z. + f 11.t (!' :z. 

-'k.t 1 ( ) Now comparing the ooef'f1c1ents or e n Eq. E-41 , 

1t is evident thet: 

(E-45) A"' !!!cf,rru-if e'·~, 
.t I.. 'fl/, 



The scattered partial wave of' m = 0 onn now be 

obtained by subtreoting Eq. (E-40) from :Cq. (E-44) 
as f (tot.)_ y,- (incoming) -=- 'f (outgoing) , and one 

gets: 

The number of particles outgoing (per second) is 

then given by: (of' the kind P1 and m..,.,, O) 

This term represents the interference between the 

npotent1al scattering" and the scattering by way of the 

oompound state, (A1 sin 61) representing the potential 

scattering. 
Finally with the above considerations the wave-

lu (tot) function l Plm may be written as: 

( E•48) 1 Ii ex , It 1 fl wt == f 1\'\1 t f .R -I- rf lrn I f'1 
(for all r) 

fpi is from Eq. (E-41) and 1e a particular 

solution to the inhomogeneous equation, chosen 1n suoh 

a we:y that the last term goes over into p Plm gPl (r) 

without containing tp1{r), that 1s for larger: 

Pr1ri1 1;, P,1,.,, f 11 
It is now convenient to ·define: 

where GPlm is 

regular everywhere. 

Now the total wave-function lfp from Eq. (E-22) 
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may be written:. 

(E-50) 'f(J £, ~Pim Fpj -t {JpJ'" C, Pim 

or f ine.lly·: 

(E-si> 'i'r "' f !11 Fr;. - fi ,f,,, Vs~,; { G,1,,, -1- 1 fi,,1,,,) 

Eq.(E-20) must now be solved for the constant (C). 

Using 4' P fron2 Eq. (E-51) • (E•20) becomes: 

C(\\i-t-.1) -=- fm { 111 bmo - ( (~JYJ,u: / J/n~,,, 
{E-52) _ /2 c ) < V e ,, I/ c trrr, 'f m NrJw, Y IJP,/m 

+ (like terms· 1n a end Q.). 

Obviously: (J,Q, will have the same form as \}1 I?' 

except. for the '"incoming function", since the defining 

equation tor it is the same as fp• If the derivation 

to this point were done over except with subsoritps 

(B) and (Q) instead of (A) and (P), there would be in as 
C 

exactly similar fashion: VBQlm' FBQlm' OBQlm' p Qlm, etc• 

The first integral 1n Bq. (E-52) is juat V~Plm from 

the definition. As was pointed out before, ?'"Pl 1s real 

as is £Pl (r) and gPl (rh therefore tb.e second integral 

is real unless its com,plexohsraoter arises i'rom the 

angle faotore in )'A, X P' x,0 , FPlm' Gp1m• The angle 

dependence of v;lm it exactly the sruneJ therefore 

the second summation is real. The same applies to vCBQlm 

and the seoond sums in both A,P e.nd B,Q may be put 

equal to: tV,p € OP and ½ vQ E-cQ• ~heee last two 



quantities mmy be combined with We, to give: 

(E-53) W / -:: vJ c. - (;: q, _ t C Q 

Henceforth the prime will be dropped, and w0 will 
t be understood to be actually w0 • 

This shift of' the energy level of the compound 

nuoleus is ena.logour to the Dirac frequency shift in 

light dispersion (21, pp 203). In present considerations, 

the correct position of the level oannot be calculated, 

henoe there would be no v1ay of telling if the level 

had been shifted n little or had not. Wlth these con-

siderations in mind, Eq. (E-52) now bocorues: 

l. . If t 11t) (' ( W- '6'c.) '=- Orn 'fJ1 amo - I JI lffJ,,, ft' /IP,I ,n 11/i, 

or transposing the last two terms, this becomes: 

(E-55) 
c [ {tv~ we) .. t ( r-1)', 1 v r.e.. r- -t ~,,,. .. 1 v 1L)] 

- £ '" /1,f ,1,,, I 
Now let: 

(E-SG) rl == ( f-v, I Vl,11111 j"L f fu'u I Va~ Qw, r-J 
and Eq. {E-55) becomes; 



end for the constant (C): 

(E-68) C. :::. 1l J V ~P.tvt1 i 

The usual f'ormulation of the dispersion formula 

mar now be deduced. The norraaliza tion of the \vave 

functions (fp1) need only be changed to "per unit 

energy" instead or f'per unit current, per unit solid 

englen. Let ~l be the wave function corresponding 

to (1' 21 l but normalized "per unit energy" (7), theni 

and let ~Flm be the matrix element corresponding to 

ViPJ.xn except with normalization per unit energy-, then: 

and 

or finally: 

(E-SO) '° 2ff f f !H •• s t I H iria,J l 
Also, by analosy with Eq. (E-38): 

(E 61) f? - 2 C. V t -Ir · - r~.1...,, -== -;;- t~..tw, 
n Ali!; 

but when (Cl is substituted from Eq. (E-58), end (A1) 



from Eq. (E-45), this becomes: 

( 2 \_ 1 ) ,•s., f/C //C ,r 
(E•62) {J = - - ){~ ) L (ZJ-1-t e Yflp/rr, TIJ~Jm 

GI rr, Ii 'U~ ~, i l ' I 

w - ~c. -t t re. 
and tho oro,s-seot1on, for lf Q. normali:3ed to ,m1t 

ourrent per unit solid angle, is: liq I 'f I 1.. , or, 

a-d:m = ¼ / 'fq 11· = 1/q / PPJ.t/z. 
(E-63) 

, ) , ·~, u e u c I z == Ii ,,,,f.i }( 4tr I ; , ( 1.A +I (? 'I/ Nl'.IJ,, y s~.em 
ft "Z 1/ ,! ,v.;P::) ..., r J<;.- \.v - Iv c. -t "lz. f1c. 

or changing to normalization per unit energy this beoomess 

(E-64) 

<r J:.. = { 4/~• X !f ~•){ ,,. : v1{ '! .,-,, ) j f, ( z/!f. I) e ,'Se H ~11;. H~J. 11. 
l.v - We+!. n 

"1, 

or putting, 

,·s , c hL' c } .t (E•65) er Jim = 41)'3 )-i. I f, {U'+,) e t J-J_ IJl'Rln '8~2111 

w- We. -f, !:. Pc, 
2, 

Tbis last relet1on, (E-65) is the relation which was 

to be shown. The soatter1ng which will in general be 

present ma¥ be obtained from Eq. (E-46). Eq. (E-46) con-



te1ns a term due to potential scattering and one due to 

resonance scattering. The scattering cross section is 

obte1ned by summing Eq. (E-46) over all orbital angular 

momenta to obtain a modified Eq. (E-47), When this is done 

the oross section for a given angle (Q) 1s given byJ 

(E-66l rr-:1v,e1 • -v;jf (11,s.-~,, • ,fR."':i,) Y,.1-ii r 
or performing the square and integrating over all angles, 

(Q), this beeomess 

Cl"/us.) = 'Vi> I~ 11, s,ni.i 1-i-+ JV",, It ~fJo e;ba I 1, 

(E-67) 

{ (II R I'- -,•;, i~"'} r l + 1lj, J. I l''fto e + !11 P,10 e ,,t.,,,., OJ 

Tb.is scattering formula contains three terms. The 

.t'irst 1s due only to potential soe.ttering and is seen to 

agree with the ex.4ot scattering theory given by Rnaett1 (7). 

The second 1El the term due to resonance scattering only 

and 1s similar to that of the resonance reactions given 

by Eq. (E-65) • The laat term is the term which arises 

from the 1nterterenoe between resonance and potential 

scattering. Eq,. (E-67) is quite similar to the lest 

equation in the Wigner derivation, when it is assumed 

that ( l= 0). The interpretation of the verious 

quant1t1es 1n the Wigner derivation must be considered 

when malting the oompar1 son. 

It might be remarked that this derivation depends 

upon essentially the same assumptions concerning the com• 

pound nuoleue sa the Wigner derivation. The wavo-funotion 



of the compound nucleus is independent or the energy 

for the region of energy considered, except for nn 

energy dependent multiplier. The picture given for the 

behavior or the potential funotlon Up within the 

nucleus, 1s very like the assumption by Wigner that the 

wave function have a oertein form on the surface ore 
finite sphere. Inside the sphere nothing ia said of 

the behavior ot the ware function except that it should 

be of the form ( f). Bethe hes merely presented the 

Conditions under which th1 s may be noh1eved in s 

prnotioable manner. 

A principle difference 1n the derivations (as in 

the oe.se or the first two derivations) is that the 

wave function of the compound nucleus is a.ssumed to be 

known and thereforo the energies w0 may be found 

theoretically, as well as the matrix elements whioh 

dot ermine the cross section.. Theae oaloulo tions t.tre not 

possible 1nthe f'ormnliem adopted 'oy Wigner, end as was 

pointed out be.fore, 1n th~ absence of specific assumptions 

about the compound nuoleua, was to be expooted. It might 

also be pointed out that even though the method or me.king 

the oaloulations has been outlined in this last derivation• 

it is still impossible at this time to write down the 

wave function of the compound nucleus precisely for more 

thnn two pe.rtioles. There is a great denl of doubt ebout 

the partioilar form of the interaction between two 

pai'-tioles. Qnd it is usually approximated with sufficient 

accuracy by a square-well function. 



SUMMARY OF CliAPT. II 

In this chapter derivations of the dispersion 

t'ormule by Kapur £•nd Peierls, Siege1~t, Wigner, and 

Bethe are presented. 

Kapur and Pe1erls beao their method on a pertur-

bation calculus applied to the boundary conditions 

rather than to the Ham1lton1Qn or the system. A 

difficulty arises with the appearance of e.n undetermined 

parameter (r0 ), Md it is shown. in .first orde1~, that 

the usu.al dispersion .formula results from the oaloule.tion 

and depends upon the existence of narrow levels for 

validity (convergence of the perturbation series). A 

potential scattering term also er1ses in the derivation. 

The derivation by Beigert removes the dependence 

of the wave•funetion of the compound nucleus upon (r0 ). 

Thia ls done by examining the singularities of the 

oross section. The energies which make the oross 

section singulel' (complex eigenvalues} a.re then defined 

as the energies of the compound states. The treatment 

of potential soatter1ng is, however, quite arbitrary. 

The derivntion by Wigner is the most general deri-

vation presented end is based upon the "collision" 

metrix introduced by Wheeler. The final formulation 

follows from the genernl asymptotic behavior of the 

wave functions. The ae!,mptotio beh.avior is relnted 

by Green's Theorem to the wave functions of the 



compound nucleua. The .final form 1s essentially the 

matrix of the "phase ... sh1fts" from the free-particle 

case. No theoretioal means is provided for the 

oaloulation of' the parameters which appear in the 

formulation, but they ms.y be found empirically. lj,,bey 

could also be calculated theoretically if proper 

assumptions are made about the structure of the 

nucleus. The limitations of this derivation are 

si~lar to those of Kapur e.nd Peierls. 

Thia formulation is generalized to include 

nuclear reactions as v,ell as aoattering. 

~he last derivation is by Bethe. This method is 

a perturbation method. The t:rnsun1ptions oonoerning tho 

nucleus are similar to those of. the other derivatione. 

(this derive.tion s.ntedates all the others presented). 

The wave functions of hho co~pound nucleus are assumed 

known snd on this basis the matrix elements describing 

the transition probabilities ore calculated. 



CHAPTER III 

•EXPERIMEl~TAL COMPARISON-

In view of the remarks following the derivations, 

it is quite apparent that comparisons with experiment 

will be rather difficult. Without specific assumptions 

about the wave-function of the nucleus it 1s impossible 

to start with a resonenoe formula and arrive st some 

result to be checked experimentally. The alternative 

is to examine the experiments and find ii' phys1o1elly 

consistent assumptions ere required to secure agree-

ment with expel'iment. 

The two phenomena to be examined ere the angular 

distribution and the totsl oross-aect1on. 'lhe total 

cross-section experiments ere primarily of the "soatter-

1n and scett_er-out" type. The angular d1st:t'1but1on 

measurements envolve the differential cross section 

measured at various -angles with respect to the beem 

direction. 

(AJ Angular Dis.tribution Analysis 

The experiments to obtain angular distribution data 

are difficult to perform. In essence, however, the 

relative number of particles scattered under a particular 

angle ere obtained as a function of the impinging 

part1cle energy. The de.ta are then represented bye 

number ot curves, plotted as particle energy (incident) 

vs. the scattering angle. 
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Fig. II 1s a representation of 

typical data (22), and repre-

sents the yield at a par-

ticular engle, (9), vs. the 

oos2Q. (9 - measured in 

center - of - mass coor• 

dinates). The straight-lines 

represent a least-squares fit 

of the data versus the coe2e, 
only, and. the dotted line 

represents the data plotted 1n the t'ormi 

cr(9) =- A(E) + B(E)oos2i + C(E)oos4Q 

The exper1mentel data show very good agreement with the 

assumed form or the equation. The coefficients, A(E), 

B(E), and C(E) of course vary with the energy. It is 

significant that the data •fit a ouvve envolv1ng only 

even powers of (oos Q), as will be seen later. The re-
action chosen is the Li 7 (p, oc. )cl , beoause 1 t 1s the only 

reaction which may be enalyzed, without being very speo1f1o 

about the assumed structure of the nucleus. 
The analysis will be made on the basis of the 

Breit•Wlgner 14any•level dispersion formula (23), 

originally given b7 Cr1tob.f1eld and Teller, (24) end 

extended by Inglis (25). 
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The Breit-Wigner Many-level formula 1s: 

f ( P/H/r) (:/1-1 /11)/ t 
( E,,- l:r.,. it;) 

or in the notation which has been used before: 

tr(E,9) - 1s the differential cross-section. 

(P/R/r) - the matrix element which meErsurea the proba-

bility of the formation of the compound state (r). 

(r/H/Q) • the matrix element which measures the proba-

b111 ty of the deca_y of the compound state (r) 

into a residual nucleus and the particle Q. 

;f • the de Broglie wave-length of the 1no1dent 

particle. divided by 2 tr • 
Er - energy of the incident particle. 

Bx-• energy of the compound state (r). 

Pr• the width of tho state (r), 

The matrix element (P/H/r) me.y be written: 

where: 
lfr - is the wave function of the compound state (r). 

a• is the interaction operator, r 1 • is the wave-function of the 1n1 tial state, 
.99. 



which 1s composed of an incident particle~ e 

terget nucleus. 

These elements are of the same f'orm and s1gnificence 

as their analogs 1n the Bathe derivation of the dis-

persion formula. 

It 1s clear that any results to be obtained from 

Eq. (F•l) must come from the assumptions about the weve-

funot1ons envolved in the matrix elements. 

A wave-function which correctly describes tho 

1n1 t1al state of the system isa 

'D lSJ _ .:2 <S') J /I 8t~slJ) (2J-n) 'fi t-lc.,-J 
(F•3) 1 t>t - ~m .J=-o 

Eq. (F-3) is clearly the product of a spin function, 

a plane wave, and a radial function depending upon (l). 

Eq. (F-3) is an eigenfunction of the orb1 tel a11gulur 

momentum and the spins separately and not the total 

angular momentµm L1;r). The spin repr1:1sentation is 

chosen such that; 

where: 

l - is the nuclear spin. 

s • 1s the proton spin. 

S - is the vector sum of send I. 
This representation 1s entirely equ1 valent to e 

representation of the spins end their projections 

separately. This equivalence is proved as a simple 

theorem by J. v. Neumann (26). 
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In order to simplify the considerations to follow, 

the following notation will be edoptedi 

( 1 s rn, ,,.$ I J = 
(F-5) 

( ) ClO ,' ""J 1 , b 2 "": L / 1 (21-1-1) e, ,~$ -zP) e 7~ (-1:.rJ 
l::o 

). - denotes orb1 tel angular momentum in uni ts of I, • 

m - the projection of ( /!) on the z•ax1s, 1n units of Ii• 
S - the total spin defined by Eq. (F-4) 1n uni ts of , • 

ms - the projection of Son the z-axis in units of tr. 
When the bemn direction 1s chosen es the z-exie, (m 1 -:::: O). 

The nucleus will be concerned only with the total 

engulsr momentum (jr) end its projection Mon the z-ex1sJ 

end as said before, the funotions, ()SPmsf), are not 

eigenfunctions of (jr)• The functions (JSOms/) may be 

combined with the functions (0Sm,m•/) bys l1nesr oom-

b1nat1on (with m' = m.s- m1) eo that they are made eigen-

functions of (Jr'l end (M). This is the result of a 

theorem b7 Wigner (26,27) using the theory of groups. 

The theorem mey be stated briefly as followsa 

If the wave-function, 
, . .,., lf s 

'f /. :. f { cfJ I.I-~) f" M-f' 
is en 

irreducible state of the angular momentum, j = l + s, 
then the me.tt'1x, 

Xf·~ ==- ( lf ;, 'f.: I 'f :,'j ( '/' ,,:{/ t,/ 'f :J 
""' "I) 

= ,x f &r'r 
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1s diagonal and x} =- (2j + l)/(2 J + 1) and 
I 

l'f /,. 'I' :-r /'f ,:,') -= c,,.,,., -~ 
and further, that 

2 i +1 ..;----

.I+ I 

In the adopted notation, the transformation 

coefficients (011, & _,,.) will be denoted by ( /s0m8//SjrM) • 

The "incoming" matrix element Eq. (F-2) msy now bA 

written: 
a:> 

(F-6) (f/H/r) - [' {J5om/J~J~m){l.rd~"'/l-l/r) 
J=o 

The numerical factors (11 (2 J + 1)) will be con-

sidered as contained 1n the factor (JSjrtt/H/r). The 

matrix element contains an integration over the re.dial 

function as well as the angular function. 'Xhe matrix 

element now transforms the initial eig{>nstate of J ( -::::. j r) 

and a given Ci) into sn eigenstate ot the reaononoe 

level (r). 
Eq. (F-6) 1s seen to contain a summation over ell 

values ot (1), and further ph7s1ce.l oons1dernt1ons are 

necessary to make it uaeble. 

The end-p~oducts of the reaction are two alpha-

particles, which obey Einstein-Bose stnt1st1cs. The E-B 

statistics require that the wave function of the end-

products be an even function, so that a reflection, 

through the origin, o, the coordinates, leaves the 

physical s1 tuation unalte:r-ed. This is just the condition 



that the parity of the state be even. The parity of a 

system is conserved in any trnna1t1on, hence the perity 

of the compound state must be even. Now there exists 

theoretical reasons for believing that the parity ot 
the L17 nucleus is odd (9, pp 212), end therefore only 

protons having a wave !'unction 0£ odd parity may 

combine to give an initial state or even parity. 

Further, only those protons with odd angular momentum 

quantum numbers have odd parity. The summation in 

Eq. (F-6) is now limited to only odd ve.lues of ( i ) , 
or in spectroscop1o notation, only the P, F,••••••••• 
protons will enter into the reaction. It 1nust be 

pointed out thet those protons excluded by the ebove 

considerations, cen and do cause e reaction, but do 

not g1 ve l"iee to the two ... alpha particles e.c: end-products. 

Although the poss1.bil1 ty of ell the protons w1 th 

odd angular momentum entering the nucleus ~nd causing 

s reaot1on still exists, en ex.nm1no.t1on or the relative 

penetrabilities of the oentrifugcl barrier shows that 

the ratio. of entering F-wave protons to entering P-wave 
protons is of the order of 1/1000 for 500 Kev end still 

sme.ll at 3 Mev. The protons with higher angular momenta 

will con.tribute 1nsign1f1cently td thin the energy range 

considered, (28,29). 

The summation is thus reduced to only two terms, 

those corresponding to l-== 1, and L= 3. The or1g1nal 

snaly-e1s by Critchfield and Teller, considered only 
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those protons for which l: l, but for en energy range 

of only 100 to 400 Xev. 

A further simplification may be had by considering 

that if for a given value of ( i) there are n vslues 

of S which will combine Yd th ( R) to give a certain 

vnlue of the total engular momentum (jr), then the 

(n) "incoming" eigenstotes of {jr), (lSjzl'), may be 

combined into (n) orthoganel linesr combinations. 

(n - 1) of these combinations will have zero matrix 

elements w1 th ll and (/r). The remaining one, Xlr• hes 

s value of the mat1,1:x element (X,,/H/r) • This may be 

expressed by writing: 

Eq, (F•7) arises from the f'aot that the "incoming" 

&1genste.tes e.re degenerate e.nd the factor [lSJx/Xir Jin 

ef'teot, removes t,b.e degene:re.cy. ~hls may bo illustrated 

by writing down the states corresponding to ./:= l, (£4). 

To construct these states it is recalled that tho 

projection (m} of the ene;ulnr momentum of the proton 

must be zero. The spin ot the protona is(¼) and the 

nuclear spin (I) is (3/2). The spins may add either 

parallel or mt1--pnre.llel (assuming Russell-Saundex-s 

ooupl1ng) giving rise to S == 1,2, (from Eq. (F-4). 

The states (lSOm/) trmy now be constructed. 

be the wa'\i·e functions 

of the target nucleus. and bl• b0 , b_1 be the proton 
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wave functions (orbital angular momentum only). Let a½ 

and a1 be the proton spin functions. A three-fold 

degenerate state end a five-fold degenerate state mey 

be oonstruotcd; let them be called p(:5) and pCS). 
Only the state p(3 ) will be given here, and it is: 

j [ a1 51. - '(j a3 5- 1 J '1 
2. z i z. 0 

(F-8) fi [ Q-l S1. - ll .!. S-!] Jo 
l, Z, 1- z.. 6 

i [ fl a-! s .!. - a_ 1 S-J. ]1, 
'% z.. z 0 

The state p(3) is then transformed by the trans-

formation ooef£icients (lSOm//SJrm) into the five-fold 

degenerate state x~3 ), the lower index indicr.ting thnt 

the state has jr c 2 1 and the upper indim:-i.ting that 

the state corroeponds to pC~). Using the seme 

notation as berore, 

[n; , a - 'J bo s .! + z C-.! b-, $ L - ti. Q L bo :; I 
2 Z Z z l. 2 



(F-9) X (?,) 
cont. 1- J ! [ a. I b, S! - Y3 a3 I:,' $_!.. 1 2 -z. 1 i a 

i {t O._i b, $1 -+ fi ll ! bo - 2 41 h, 'i s J. z. 

These functions xi3 ) e.re the functions which appear in 

the matrix element and the first 

faotor gives the value of that element. 

The matrix element may- be further factored 1.f 

it 1s assumed that the radie.1 end angle factors of 

the integration are independent; this results in: 

where ':f.eC'E) is real and cl ~l' 1a in general complex. 

The energy dependence of 'f.e (E) 1s essentially that 

due to the penetration of the coulomb barrier. 

The matrix element (P/B/r) bes thus been reduced 

tot 

The reaction is highly exoergic so that the matrix 

element (r/H/Q) is considered to the energy independent. 

The angular dependence may be found, however, from the 

fact that the orbital angular momentum of two elphs-

partioles must equal the total enguler momentum of 

S-L 
2 



the combined state of jl'.::. L rnd ~,17,:: m., ( the spin of 

the alphn'e being zero). It niuat elso desor1be the 

faot that the observations s.re made at an Gngle (Q) • 

m d this brings into the finnl state wave function, the 

nssoointed Legendre Polynomisl3. As was seen 1n the 

derivations., this f'1nsl-stote wo.ve f\motion would be 

an outgoing spherionl wave. When observed some distAnce 

from the scattering center, however, the fino.1 state is 

a plane wave 1n the direction (9). The nn.gle factor 

is' the angle part of the transformation coefficient 

which transforms e.n outgoing spherice.l wa.ve 1nto P.n 

outgoing pls.ne 11nve by the following expansion, (30): 

t> - ft ~fir) t1 
,I.R. . .I ( 

- l:Jr froso<.) P~ {c.,~J 

where cl end~ are the colatitude end ~zimJth angles 

of the poai tion vector H., !Ind g and 'f those of the 

observation direction, k. Now since the two matrix 

elements appear ea a product, the complex factors may 

be combined in.to one complex number; or o( l r may be 

t0ken aa the product of ct11 r ,md all of Eq. (F-12) 

except the .feotor ~(cos Q). 
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The formula for the cross-section is nowa 

(F 13.) ~1,!f lfom/ts,~1n)[./fj~/X1r] IJ.1(E)ti.1r/i. {wsiJ)1l. 
• <T:.(t:,9J:4f>"A ,r 

, J ' 

E- Er- + i r,. 
And since the beam is unpolarized., the differential 

oroso section 1st 

(F-14) er (E,1') =- 10, (E,1'-) 

With the considerations leading to Eq. (F-13) 

and (F•l4} the prooedure in verifying the resonence 

formula reduces essentially to tedious manipulations 

1n algebra. 

As was mentioned before the proton spin of(½) 

oom'binea Wi th the nuclear ep 1n ( 3/2) to give s -== l, 2. 

The oonside:ration of Bose ste.t1st1as for the elpha• 

pertioles has led to considering only initial states 

with odd orbital enguler momentum, of which only I:::: 1,3, 

need be considered. Several combinations of Sand I ore 

now possible. The Bose statistics plus partly oone1d-

era ti ons • require only even ( jf-). Vii th I = l, the 

spin state S leads to only two even states for (j)i 

3 = 0 .2; while ,. J. = l, and S = 2, leads to only j,. = 2. 

With .I::::. S end S =: 1, only jr-=- 2,4 results, end likewise 

for J::; $, And S == 2. The following veo tor diagrams 



illustrate this addition: 

i=3 . 
1=J s 

i~· 1 t---4 j:; 

1=!! 1'=1$ J 

.I= .J, J"'.Z 

The considerations may now be limited to only 

those states which have even values for (jr) or jr= 0,2,4. 

It will be shown that the experiments may be eooounted 

for if, the lr = 4 state is considered negligible. 

The transformation coefficients (gsom/lSjm) may 

be taken from those tabulated in fief. 27, pp 76. 

They are as follows: 

m {ll0m/ll2m) (l20m/l22m)(320m/312m) (320m/322m) (4/~)½Pm(x) 

e. 0 -(2/a)i 0 -(14)½ (3/2)5!(1-x2) 

l 2-i -6-i 7-¼ 2/(14)½ a¼xci-x2)i 
0 (s/3}t 0 -(3/7)¼ 0 (l•3x2) 

•l s·i G•i 7•i -~/(14)¼ 
-2 0 C2Lsrl 0 {l4l-i 
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It is assumed that the compound nucleus baa only 

two states whioh contribute to the reaction within 

the range or energifls considered. The state numbered 

b7 r = 0 1 having j 0 = 0 is assumed to have a half-

width ( r' 0 ) much greater thnn the range of energies 

considered so that the variation of its resonance de-

nominator mey be neglected. ~estate numbered r 2, 

having 32 = 2, 1s assumed to hsve a sufficiently narrow 

half-width ( r2) to aooount for the energy variation 

of' the angular distribution. Now 1f G be defined: 

f= f f-~z) /fi Eq. (F-13) mny be written: 

or factoring the matrix elements as was done before, 

th1 s becomes: ) 2 f'. 
er{ E, ,J )" { ;.:i..J f,.,/ ih {E-+t) 'I,«,. ~ls/I)~ m• 

;- i. ( I Som//Jzm} {l.s1/l2] 0(1 2 'fJ I', (to.f-a9) j -z. 
P:~3 

or putting in the summation over (m) explicitly, this becomes: 

fl' T}-~j't.1/. 1.. jl 
O"{Ej ,J)"" L i;' ( f '-,/) [ 2 / t,J lz om /,lz z 1n )/J' .z,z//J J /X,l;t "1 ' 

(F•l7} 
1 {f,(u,-1))" t !,.,_,) t,!/10,,,/J1im)f,t12/lz] o<12- './1 r {f,"'t 



These summations are given 1n the following table: 

(Angle fe.otors only, with cos 9 = x) 

2 1 
(4/5} r (112om/ L122m) (4/5) £ (/11om/.J'112m) 

m:- •2 m:: •l 

l 2 x(!220m/J222m)(P2m(x)) 2 x(£81om/tl2m)(F2m(x)) 2 

l l 2(1-x2) { 2/5) ( l-3:,l) 

l 3 (3/7)t(1-x2)(l-5x~) -(2/7)½(1•12x2+15x4 ) 

3 3 (3/28) (l-x.2) (1 + 15x2 ) 2 4 (3/7) (l•4x + 7x ) 

A further simplification may be had by defining 

the following relations between the oontants: 

,; «u, = Ro+- i. I 0 
[312-/3Z]«a"2. R2 -1--t'I1. 

,'Jh [!12/,1.-Jo1.n. -
[112,/12] «,~ 

[1zz./1iJ -= R,+t'I, [J 2 2 /.Jz] o(3 -z 
r/ [112/1z] -== 

[112/1zJ ~, 2 

whe2;,e the R' a titl"e roe.l and the Its ore real. 

Now neglecting for the mo:ncnt a constant term, 

the cross section becon1es: 

(F•l8) 

+ (Ro-i-t I/) (1+ el) -t /If){ ( ~o 6 -~/( I- .l x1-J] 'f, 2 

+ (JJ~[j (f<,R3 -tI,Ta)(1- x2)(J-.f{')- R2 (r-1zxz-,-1sr..'f} 
6 



-{5}~ {(R,,R~ +:,; r.}E r Al.I. -RJr.,]r ,-sx'Jyt + (;/!Jfe.~ r.,) " 
(1- x1){1+1S'X')+ 4(/i',"'-t r.• }{!-1x'+ 1x'} ify'}}. 

It is convenient to renm .. l'le some of these ccmstonts 

(l -=-{{) (£/ + 1,1) 

l == {jJ-fT (t, R3 -t I, l3) 

c:: (t) (\ 

d = ( '; )h { l<o Ri + Io I,) 

e = (-f/r) ( 21 :i/) 
Now writing tho oroas section in the form: 

{F'-19) a- =- c (e) { 1 + fl l~>,,s2-,, .,. Bt€J Cd.svv'] 
The coef'f1oients A(e), B(€), and c(e) nre four,d 

in torme ot the previously defined oonstnnts ns: 

II (eJ =- [ :f - a - ffo (t'o r: -I;. + .3( JI:, 1--,,c fr/E -I-Of.)¢ z 

-r: { l'le - C/1") t/r / OtEJ 

BCE) = [s( h-Jc) rp - (t5'e - 1r) (/7 /IJt€) 

C( e) = { 4 [!12./iz] ot ,,. 1f,) Ot tJ ~, Yi 

D{E) -= (R./-II/) /e1+1) + { + (). + a.-f (/Jo 6 -I0 } 

+ (b-c- tit -0(.)r/ + re +r) ¢2 

tc>i.e»ve: 

¢::: :12 
!P, 

f 0( =- (!f )~ ( ft, "Ez -~ To) 

oml ;- (!fa) ( £./ ., :t ;_) 
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Three degrees of approximation ere now possible. 

If the t-wave protons are neglected, then ¢-== 0, 

because f = OJ and consequently B(G)= o. The 
5 

oroas section beoomes: 
(F-21) [ ~z -a -fio {((_,, -Io)] 

O-{E,i9) = 
(t</tl;/)(e 2-11)+:!. + Q + 21] (G~-ro) 

' 3 
Eq. (F•21) is seen to have one root• nnd thnt is when 

( e = Ic/R0 ). Thie represents the extent to ·mich the 

analysis was a1trr1ed by Critchfield ond Teller. There 

occur five erbitr~ry parameters which may be edjuoted 

tor fitting the d!lta, and they a.re: E2 , !12 , R0 , I 0 , 

and (a) • When terms is ¢ but not ¢ 2 are taken into 

account, three mora parameters occur: b, c, nnd d. 

'W;.11.en (/> a is taken into ttcooupt, the last pn1 .. smetcr ( e), 

ooou:rs. Altogether there f:\re nine parameters. 

Wh&n q>#O iA considered, it 1s necessary to f'ind 

the verletion of <P With energy. 'lhls has been estimated 

from the VJ'KB epp:roxlmation to be e.pprorlmetely l1neer 

for a range of nual.ear rsd11 1n the neighborhood or 
R l.6(e2/mo2), and takes the formt 

where K .01 for the 
chosen value of R. 

With the energy dopendenae of¢ established tha 

terms in Eq. (F-20) mny be written: 

( £2 + C1 E f- Cz. ) 



and 
C5E 2 +C,E 

~"2.+ C.,e+ cf 

The oonstants 00 •••• c6 , being defined in terms 

of the parameters in Eq. {F-20), remembering that (G) is 

the energy in terms of 2{E-E2)/ P~• 
The fitting of tho date. will now only envolve the 

adjust1ng of the constants, or which th ere E\re a good 

many. The <Jbserved ve,lues of A(E) and B(E) togethel' 

with the plot of Eq. (F•2e) with appropristly ohoae~ 
oonstmts appear in Fig III. 

~5.-------~------r-------r-------, 
or) 

-lo,__ _____ _,__ _____ ..__ _____ ..__ ____ _ 

fol': c0 -== -1.75, c1 :::: -2.ac0 , c2 = o.~7c0 

c3 = -1.91, o4 = ms, c5 = o.4, c6 = -1.2. 



The values or these constants are not of real 

sign1f'1oanoe because they csnnot be calculated from 

the theory. It is observed that the 11m1tet1ons or 
this analysis lie in the fact tbst et about 7 Mev the 

intensity at some angles becomes negative. This is 

due primarily to the neglect of the higher orbital angular 

momenta. but for this low energy analysis the approxi-

mations are good. 

It is also apparent thnt -.tth the large number of 
constants available for fitting the curve, the fit with 

the data is no better than might be expected. ~e 

theoret1.cal agx,eemen t is more sign1f1oan t when the 

appearance or two nodes in the curve for A(E) are 
obseXtved experimentally. The principle oonclusion 

which may be drawn is that tho theory does not dis• 

agree with the observations. 

Very useful information of a different character 

is derived from th1s analysis, however. The excitation 

curves tor the L17 (d,n)Be8snd L17(p,n)Be7 reactions end 

the excitation ot lithium by scattered protons indicate 

that there exist .four compound states within the energy 

range ot Oto 2.5 Mev. The effect of these reactions, 

however, is not observed in the Li7 (p, cx)oc. x-eaction 

since the curves sre smooth in this rsnge of energies. 

It 1s presumed then that these othel' states are stateo 

of odd parity whereas the states envolved 1n the 

t17 (p, at) o< reaction are or even parity. The odd 
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parity of these other states makes interpretation of 

the experiments envolving these other states possible. 

(B) Analysis of Total Cross Section 

Total cross-sections could be gotten from the 

Angular Distribution curves by 1ntEi$I'at1ng the y1cid 

function over all angles. This would onteil the angular 

ans.lys1s of all possible res.ctions at nll englea, inte-

gration of eaoh reaction yield function, end the summing 

of the partial cross sections. ~he exper1m~nts would 

be difficult as well as introducing several errors. 

The analysis of each particular reaction would, however, 

be possible (in principle) and much useful information 

gained thereby. 

~he usual method of making total cross-section 

measurement, 1s, however, much simpler end 1n general 

not as much information is gained. 'l'he method is the 

"scatterer•1n and scatterer-out" experiment. The ex-
periment consists of' placing a target of the mate.rial 

to be examined in e beam of particles. The transmission 

of the target is measured by counting the particles with 

the scatterer (or target) in the beam and then measuring 

the beam current without the aoatte:rer (or ttaoatterer-out"). 

The transmission is then expressed by: 

(G•l) 

Where: I - 1s the transmitted intensity. 

I 0 • is the beam current with scatterer out. 
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u- 1s the total cross section. 

N - is the number of terget nuclei per wquere 

centimeter of target material. 

Thia is probably clearer if expressed ns1 

Where N' is th$ number of target nuclei per oubio 

oentimetor and x 1s the target thickness. ~'he Eq. (G•l) 

will bo used in this section. 

Tile cross-section is obviously given by: 

(G•2) a-LE)-= }, f,,, r 0 : - ..!. J,, Ir) ,,, I, IV 

The analysis will consist of fixing tho pare.meters 

in dispersion formula to fit as closely as possible 

the observed variation of the cross-section with the 

energy o:f the 1no1dent particle. The parameters are 

quite different in form., then those used 1n the 

angu,lar analysis. There is no need to concern oneself 

with angle ~ariations of the oross-seotion (except the 

usual precautions for "good" geometry), a1noe all particles 

scattered out of the beam are not counted, in contre.-

distinct1on to the previous anslys1s. 

In order to make the comparison, the Breit-Wigner 

many-level formula must be simplified by suitable 

assumptions about the process to be exem1ned. The 

process chosen here is the slow-neutron transmutation 

process. This is perhaps the simplest case to examine, 
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because of the simplifying assumptions allowed by the 

nature or the process. 

Tho generalization of the dispersion formula will 

be indicated briefly, then the assumptions which allow 

its simplif:tca.tion for a particular process. 

The generalized dispersion formula, wh1oh allows 

different initial states, as well as msny combined 

states end many possible end-products is given by 

Bethe (9) as: 

Where: ,,,,, He~• 1$ the matrix element corresponding to a 

transition from the initial state (nucleus A plus 

partidle P ~~th kinetic energy :Ep) to the compound 

nucleus in state (r). 

1-r - is the total effective width of the level 

(r). It is the sum of' the partial widths duo to 
various modes or die1ntegration, or r;. ::: L r Q' 

~I 

The other symbols hsve the same significance as before, 

but with the 1nd1oes modified to denote different 

states. Among the particles Qt whioh may be emitted, 

is the particle .P. The width r;, may be written: 
,,. 

fVI' 1 -::, f r; I •q ,, (11' 
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where: 

h ,. (J,,,,,, ;n· c,. I z. -, A6I-;:: ,011 q," B' C?'t' is that part of 

the width of the level of the compound state, r, due 

to the d1s1ntegrat1on of C into a residual nucleus B' 

in state q' and a particle Q', with an energy given by 

the oonservet1on lnwi 

(G-4) w,,, + w, -t Cp = wa, T W°R + IE Q 

All the qusnti ties 1s Eq. ( G-3) will depend upon 

the energy of incident particle through tho conservation 

la.w., This is also true of the effective widths yr• 
end therefore r X' 1s not in general the true width of 

the level (r). '?he true width ( Pr> is obtained when 

the resonance enerb"Y (Epr::: "or - WAp • WP) is put into 

Eq~ (0-3) for Ep, so that: 

r; ::: r, {Ep,) 
If the levels are degenerate (and in genere.l they 

are) then other statistical factors muat be oons1derod. 

Bethe end Placzek (31) havo given the form for de• 

generate levels ~s: 

L (lT-+I} 
1 ·r·,J 1 f 

. 2.. 



whero 1, ?, and 1' are the angular mo~onta or the initial, 

compound, and £incl states rospectivoly. 

sanes• are the spins of the incident and out-

going particles. 

/. f'.nd l' are the orbital angular momenta of the 

incident and outgoing particles. 

J and j' nre the total angular momenta of' the 

incident and outgoing particle. 

p, r~ end q stand for all quantum numbers or the 

initial, oompound, and final states other than the 

angular momenta. 

and 

J and 1' extend from O 00 • 

j hes all values between /I • s / to / i-t s/ 

J t has ell values between /J' - s '/ t" If' -t a'/ 
is defined by: 

lrr :: (v.Ct:r )l 
frN n,t'.IJ 
,-,r - .t rr'J 

fr - Ii ft, 11 · 
If only one-level is of importance the formula 

reduces to: 

(G-6) <:r ft = tr )i. (2J-11 J 
4' t /zc =-t ,) h. .1 ·ti) 

r rJ r ,.r 
,,, Q4, 

The quant1 ties H, u, md 'r, from which Eq. (G-6) 

is der1 ved depends upon the energy and the vmve-funot1ons 

must be normalized per unit energy. Considerations 

of the wave function for small (kr) (or ;J-:> "J nuclear 
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radius) show that the matrix elements depend on the 

wave number, k, as [ (dk/dE)ik I-I ] and (dlr/dE) .,,.._. 1/k, 
hence tho ma trlx element 1 e proportional to (k) /I i • 
The matrix element 1,lt may be written: 

11 rJ -,,,, -
or the partial width becomes, 

rl'.rJ -:: ( b ~f )'' 1- t2- ,.,.,J 
1' .,, 

constant (independent of k). 

where (b) is a 

In terms of the true width ( f') and the value or 
the matrix element at resonance ( IJ.) these terms beoome: 

(G-7) 

The general form of the oross-seotions is now 

given by: 
J J-z. .I j - f J-11.L'} 

i. h'.r ,-f 
<,' I ". b aaQl1''1 .?; (ZJt1) _,. __ n_,p_a_1 __ "_,, __ _ 

#J . 
(EfJ- eerJ + f 'r,J) 

(G-8) r 
where according to the previous definitions: 



I 
end,)' and) ere tho wave lengths of the incident end 

outgoing particles respectively. 

Now the only energy dependent .f aotors are 7 , J ', 

end E.P it self'. 
In accordance with the chosen slow neutron 

process, the orb1 tel angular momentum may be put to 

zero, The general f'orm then reduces to: 

) 
£ 11 ,,f ) fz. u r.r I 

(I' f'-,,:::: 1r J [ /2.T-tl) r A1' Pos .P,, Bf Q t'f' 
lPi fzj+l}(l.S~I) J''1J • 

J Et' -EJ?;. r f 'r;J 
Assuming now that only one level is important, 

and putting s == l for neutrons Eq. ( o-9) becomes: 

The (t) sign is taken 11' (J 11- ½) .for L= O, and 

the (-) sign 1f (J-:::: 1 - ¼}. The 7 r contains a term due 

to the probability of emitting a neutron ns well ea 

other particles (Q), (from definition, Eq.(E-60}). 

Froni Eq. (G-7), it is clear that the neutron term var-

ies as (Ei), consequently /'J' ln'ay be written: r 
1:. • r r; :: (- ) i:' + £- Qo. 
£, ~, " 

Neutron widths, however, may be usually neglected, 

for low energies, compared. to all other contributions; 

h$noe they mar be neglected 1n the following term, and 

r (' ! f~i r • is the true width of the level • 
.Pi 



~he total cross section is now given byi 

(G-ll) 

where /1 = L P - total width due to the emission of Q, q . Qq 
the particle Q. F'or low .energies (say, under 10,000 volts) 

there is in general only one possible reaction for 

neutrons and a given nucleus. This may be n simple 

capture process or the emission of a charged particle, 

most often a /J -decay activity 1a 1nduoedj. and consequent-

ly in nearly: a.11 px-actical oases, f Q:: f1, where f' is the 

tx-ue width of the level. With those considerations the 

total oross soct1on becomes: 

r,, r 

U' the energr of the incident particle now becomes 

equal to the resonance energy, Eq. (G-12) becomes: 

,. 
(G-13) = a-ZcEo) =- [-(1± ~,·+1) k .,.,.,ti 

r 

and a- is the cross section at exact resonance. The 
0 

cross section at any eno:ragy near the resonanoe may now 

be written: 

. µ - - l r '1 (Eo) J. 
(G•l4) fT41(£) - f'-,,.+.,{E-£0 )Z t 



This is the form most genernl1J used to enslyze 

total cross section do.ta tor thermal neutrons. This 

same ~quat1on is slso used in a slightly different form: 

(G-15) 

There are two approe.ohes now to the analysis of 

the total -cross eeotions. One method is to celoulate 

the transmission from the values of a- and assumed val-o 
uea ot r . The second is to plot the data e.nd take the 

beet values fi,om the curve thus obtained. 

The first method has been used by Havens, Rain• 

water, et. e.l. (52,33,34), and will be given in detail 

1n the following paragraphs. 

The method of tneesi.uaing cross sections used by 

Havens, et. al., is to measure the transmission as a 

function of the neutron time-of-flight. The time of 

flight is measured (or provided) by* velocity speatro-

metex-, The t:tme of flight is inversely proportional 

to the velocity of the neutron And there.fore 1nver-

sly proportional to the square-root or the energy. 
-rrN 

Now the tx-ansm1ss1on is given by: 7=- e 

and. r 2 f Eo/4:) ½. 
<r(I~) :: z 

4/~- eo)2- ~r and the variables may 

be ohanged to the dimenaionless pnrametera: 



1 
t-

where (t} is the time-of-flight corresponding to energy (E), 

and {t0 ) is tho time-of-flight corresponding to (E0 ). 

The transmission is now given by: 

(0-16) (1'l :: exp. 2 T t-B(x-11) l 
!t.+[Jl('l--tzJ/ti -,.,)~ 

Uow the transmission may be plotted .for various 

assumed values of ll and 3 • When this is done, • sot 

l.o l\\\'7r-::::::3 ~-~r-'=:._ff~E=:::::-, o.t' curves (illustrated in 

fJ. I 

Fig IV) result, which may be 

compared to the experimentally 

observed trenmnias1on end as 

oppropr1ate set of constants 

derived. The curves clearly 

depend upon the t~rget 

:thickness through (B). 

Once t is fixed, one con 
0 

0. {)()/ very quickly ev11luate the C, /. 0 j 1,.() 
I 

J(...., I 

X tm,,Jt. 
F,·9. lY 

curve. The evaluation 

.;,. (:J 

of 

quantity ( rr 0 r 2 ) from the 

value o.t' B obtained from the 

r and r:r aeparetoly however 
0 

is e different matter. If the energy resolutions were 

much Sn1aller than the width of the level ( r), then a. 

fair estimate of ( r ) can be made, but unfortune.tely 

it seems never to be the case. The effect of' the resol-

ution width ot the instruments on ( r) and the trans-

mission is illustrated bY" the set of curves in Fig. v. 
The curves ere oeloulnted -for different values of resol-

ution wl!'ffth (tit) tor o.· sample of Indium. The shepe of 
-1es-



• I 

f 
t--

0 ,/ .a .J . ,,. 
l'tev-J 

Fiq.r 

or these curves must also fit 

the date end when it can be 

done reasonably well an esti-

mate of f' is g1 ven. The 

final result or these measure-

ments and calculations 1s il-

lustrated with the data ega1n 

gathered on Ind1wp, Fig VI. 

'I'he curves are oaloulated for 

different values of B. curve 

(a) has B = .572, curve (b) has 

B = .676, end curve (a) hes 

B = .889. The triangle in the 

corner gives the resolution as 

60 

70 

80 

./ t----hl"''--....,.---l-~..------i----.l 90 

/00~ 

110 

fi:q. w. 



• function ot the t1me-of•fl1gnt. l'hese d~ta 
illustrated dld not go a1.t h1sh as the resonance pe.nk 
who!h occu'.""s at ebout 1.44 ev. There would be more 
OUMtHl to the left, 1n the men.'161.' or F1g. IV, but these 

ere omitted tor clnri ty. Cu;rvt, B ah~chs very well with 

the data and yields the toll(.)1\iing renult: 
E0 -:;, (1.44 t .04)ev. and a-0r S : (210 -t 60) x 10•24om2 (ev) 2 

An upptr lim1 t _ta pla.ced on I' ( c: • a ev) , the 

1:!.mi t lle1ng int•rree front over~au uncerta.1nty as well 

e$ lack of ~~·•u:•p reuolution. 1.rhe· be$t ent12rullte or the 

.9 

. s 

•1 

., 
t .s 

J... 
,f 

., 
,% 

. , 
100 

() 

lo 

r-= o. 

0 

0 
0 

0 

S.I s.o 
30 40 so 

t (fsec/,neMt) 
Fig. Ell 

(Seit .F1ig, V). '.l?hst 

60 

~hese values when the 

risolut1on is considered 
t1t the date rnthe~ well • 

A somtntlu~t better 11• 

lustrstion or the x-clat1ve 
a1&$ ot the resolution 
W1d.th 1s at!orded by Fig .. VII. 

~h1a is th& crosa-

aeot1on 1n the v1c1nc1ty 
of the main pesk or tho 
Ag crosn-eoot1on curve • 
'l'bt tri~nsl~ egn1n 1a the 

t'eeolution width nntl the 

curve 1G onloulattld tor 
the dmtt f1t well. ie qu1te 



levels 1s inferred by the she.po of the curve at 10\¥ energy. 

Iri the case of negative levels, the Breit-Wigner formula 
I r 'Z. takes the s'-lme .form an before: !E0 7 i 

a-= o; c J r 1+4t1:-E..,J 2 

where -E0 is now the energy of the level. If' I' { £. E0 , 

then f7 2 may be neglected in the denominator and the 

oross-seo tion mny be. written es: 

(G-17) 

The first term 1n this equation corresponds to the 

(l/v) law for elow neutrons. 

The cross-section of Hg shows this ceao very well • 

. 4 ------.-----.---....---------.---0 

20 
,/ t--~.+---+--+---+-~:----l---f------1 ' \i z~ 

-~ 
Jo l 

'""----t----'rt----t-----t-----1r---------t \i) 

35 ti 
8 

40 

100 S 2,5 ,fS . o,,_____.,_._ _ __,,.___......., _ __..___.__..__......._ _ ___. 
o Io to 3o 4o J'o 60 

't fl' .r~meler) 

ri9.llll 
The existence of e l.evel at (-E0 ) = -2 ev is illustrBted 

1n Fig. VIII. This curve (Fig. VIII) was repeated 
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tor three different target thicknesses and showed the 

some behavior each time. The disagreement of the theory 

above 10 ev 1ndiontes the e:dstenoe of positive levels, 

and these are shown in the table at the end of this 

chapter. 

The table at the end of the chapter 11ets the 

positions ot the slow neutron levels for ell those 

nuclei for which they are found. This table was 

compiled in en effol't to find :tf any periodic! ties 

or regularities existed for por1od1o system. Mo 

ettempt was maae to ascribe tho listed oross section 

to any particular isotope of the listed elements, 

since they are in general unknown. It may be argued 

theoreticall~ that the cross sections should be due 

primarily to the odd numbered isotopes. Mass speotro-

grsphic analysis or samples before and after bombardment 

with slow neutrons verify this in at least one instanoo,(36). 
The plotted curve (Fig. IX) shows the vari&t1on of 

pos1t1on, and therefore spacing, of the first two levels 

plotted age.inst tho nuclear ohrdrge ( 2- ) • M~ny levels or 

higher energy 1n the elements with r l 40,. have not 

been shown because they would not be slow-neutron 

processes. 
Though th$ spacing is small in all oases shown 

(under 25 ev) 1tts variation is quite marked. There 

seems to be no correlation between the observed spnoing 

and the atomic number. Data on heavier nuclei ( l-, 80) 
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are nearly non-existent (not t•eleesed or not available)• 

It would ba of some sien.ificance to e.soertain 

the strength of' each level# but for reasons mentioned 

before, this oou1d not b.e done with ttny certainty. 

In general it might be concluded thet either the 

experiments must become better or better techniques 

devised 1.:f flccurete checks on the theory 111ro to be 

made. 



TABLE OR NEUTRO?i RESONANCE LEVELS (under 1000 ev) 

El.ement Z E1 

0 (l,3,4) 6 
Mg (l.) 12 
Al. (l) 13 
S 16 
Cr (1) 24 
Mn (1) 25 
00 (l) 27 
Zn (11. u) 30 
Ge (l 32 
Zr (l 40 =: f;Ju) :: 
Ag*(l) 47 
Cd· 48 
In (1,6) 49 
Sb (11 51 
I (l) 53 
S.m (2l 61 Gd (2 64 
PT (2 66 
Eu. (2) 68 
Ta (1) 73 
W (l) 74 

0.006 o.157 
220 (approx. ) 
330 
lf.50 
360 
30 

115 
495 
95 

1.09 
9.4 
1.2a 
5.l o.19e 
1.44 
5.9 z.z, 
0.096 
0.031 

-1.01 
-0.011 

1.75 
o.465 

Ea 

7.6 
21 

19 
s.s 

21.2 
32.4 
33.0 

5.5 
3.5 

13.0 
18.0 

42.0 
40? 

86.0 
55.0 

9.5 22.0 40.0 
22.0 37.0 
45.0 117.0 180,0 

Re !7 f.u) 75 
Os lJ 76 

4.1 
4.0 2.s a.s 
0.635 

10.0 
7.4 
5.0 a.a 
1.35 

ao.o 2a.0 42.0 84,0 
25? Ir 2) 77 

:Pt (1) 78 
Au (1,2) 79 
Hg (l) 80 

ll.5 
4.8 

-2.0 

1a.o s.2 a.9 
100.0 1000.0 

25.0 (end higher levels not 
resolved) 

Tl {l) 81 270.0 1100.0 (approx.) 

~;i 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

(u) 
(*) 
(?) 

Havens, Rainwater, Wu~ Dunning, etc (32133,34) 
Sturm, (35) 
Hanstein, P. R., 59, 489, (1941) 
J. Mars. hall.·, P • a."; 19,..· t 107 (A) , {1946) 
Zinn, P. R., 71, 752, 1947) 
McDaniel, P. E, 22, 832, (1946) 
Argonne lab group 

Unpublished 
(1,2.5, and others) 
Questionable level 
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SPffiiARY OF CHA PT. IV 

In this chapter, two essentially different methods ot 
checking the dispersion formula are presented. 

The first m~thod, 1s the measurement of the angular 

distribution of the reaction end products. It is shown 

that the distribution follows from the angular momentum 

properties of the incoming state and the compound state. 

The Bose statistics ot the final state (two alpha-particles 

1n the Li'7 (p. al) ct reaction) make 1 t possible to fix the 

angular prope,ttti es of the in1 tial stet e. The large 

number of parameters whloh arise in the development are 

sufficient to fit the experitnental data. It 1s also 

shown that while .the checking of the dispersion formula 

1s not pa:rt1culariy s1gn1ficsnt, much valuable 1nfor .. nat1on 

of a different character is obtained •. 

:L'be second meth:od wae the f1tt1ng of the total cross 

seot1on data with the one level formule, mod1!'1ed to de-

scribe the slow neutron prooeeses. The method was that 

due tow. w. Havet1-s, in which the transmission of a semple 

is calculated with the use of constants obtained from the 

date. The fit with data was good, but not so much infor-

mation was obtainable. The lack of good resolution of the 

instruments precludes the fixing of the level widths, or 
the cross section e,t exact resonance with precision. The 

positions of the levels• however, are well defined 1n 

the low lying states. 

A t·able of the level pos1 tions or the low lying 

states in included. 
-133-



SUMMARY OF CJ:JAPT • IV 

In this chapter, two essentially different methods of 

checking the dispersion tormul~ ere presented. 

The 1'1rst m~thod, 1s tJ;le measurement of the angular 

distribution of the reaction end products. It is shown 

th.at the distribution follows from the angular momentum 

properties of the 1noom1ng state and the compound state. 

The Bose statistics of the finai state (two alpha-particles 

1n the L17 (p,o<.)ot reaction) make 1t possible to fix the 

angular properties of the initial atste. The lerge 

number of parameters which arise in the development ere 

sufficient to i'it the experimental data. It is also 

shown that while :the checking of the dispersion formula 

1s not particulariy s1gn1fictmt, muoh valuable 1nfor;.nat1on 

of a different <tharacter is obtained •. 

The second m~thod wae the-titting of the total cross 

section data with the one level formul&, modified to de-

scribe the slow n~utron proc~eses. The method was that 

due tow. w. Have11-s, in which the transmission of R semple 

1s calculated with the use or constants obtained i'rom the 

date.. The flt with data was good, but not so muoh infor-

mation was obte~nable. The lack or good resolution of the 

instruments precludes the fixing of the level widths, or 
the cross section e.t exact resone.noe with precision. The 

positions of the levels, however, are well defined 1n 

the low lying states. 

A table of the level positions of the low lying 

states in 1nolud~d. 
-133-



CHAPTER IV 

-CONCLUSION-

The specific sim1lar1tes and d1fterenoes in the 

treatment of resonance processes in nuclenr reactions 

have been pointed out at the end of each derivation. 

There are, however. two categorical differences which 

should be pointed out. These differences are primaril7 

1n the points of view. 

The first approach assumes that an "equation of 

statett ms.7 be written for the compound nucleus as well 

as the initial and residual nuclei. 1'he problem then 

is to quaulitatively describe the transitions !'rom one 

o!' the initial states to the compound state and thenoe 

to the final state. The state equations are set-up for 

en arQ1trary potential end the cross seotion 1a derived. 

No attempt is made to make the results insensitive to the 

ohosen potential function. Th.e specific difficulties in 

this approach are immediately manifest. '!'he ohoioe of 

a potential function is at the present time still very 

arbitrary although relatively good approximations may 

be made for low energies (A--10 Mev). The most important 

limitation to this theory 1s. however, the inability to 

solve exactly, many body meoban1aal systems when the 

interactions are large. This limitation requires rather 

formidable a.pproximEttion methods, a.s v,s.s seen in the 

derivation by Bethe. 
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In principle at least the solution by the method 

of Bethe; Kapur and Fe1erls will provide the widths of 

levels, the spacing, and the oross-seot1on es a function 

of the energy and angle of observet1on. 

The second point of view recognizes ell the d1f.f1-

oult1es ot the first method end provide a formal deri-

vation envolving meny parameters which may be interpreted 

in terms or the observables of the process. No theo-

retical means is provided for ooloulsting the parameters, 

and they are to be fixed by experimental results. This 

is the approach due principally to Wheeler, Wigner, 

and H$1senberg. 

Ne1thel' ot the approaches is without merit; though 

the second approach will provide less epeo1f1o infor-

mation about the nucleus than the first. When the 

results o:f' the more general seoond method are properly 

interpreted in terms of the experiments, they should 

pl'ovide muoh useful information for formulating the 

theory by means ot the first method. 

At the present time there exists neithel' sufficiently 

accurate nor pleniful experimental data to prove or 

disprove the validity of the results of either approach. 

This is amply illustrated by the results in Che.pt. III. 

The best one can do is to show that in certain oases 

the theories do not disagree. 

The validity- of the first method is limited to 

narrow levels, even theoret1callyJ and the second 
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method suffers similar limitation when attempts are made 

to get the same results as the first. This 1s not 

altogether unexpected since a description envolving 

transitions between states only makes sense when the 

states ere :reasonebly well defined. In terms of 

the observations, this means that the time eotufllly 

consumed making e transition must be small compared 

to tho meen life or the state. The proper description 

in tho case of broad overlapping levels 1s not that ot 
a stnte w1 th a given "width" but a superposition of 

many states. The formalism must then be altered 

acoordingly. 

During the oou.rse or this investigation it was 

thought that some speQulat1ons es to the future 

developments in the theory would be evolved. In 

the light or the most recent experiments at California. 

University (Berkeley), however, speculations or9 not 

feasible at this time. ~hose experiments showed that 

the forms of the nuclear forces presently in uso do 

not agree with experimental data at high energies. 

The data are not sufficient to formulate new ideas 

at present. The general torm of the dispersion 

formula es advanced by Wigner would, however, be 

applicable inasmuch as the parameters ms.y be taken 

from experiment, 
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APPENDIX 

Derivation of Eg•s. (1-7) snd (l-8). 

a) Equation (1-7) 

Equation (l-5) is substituted into Equation (l-1), 
the resulting equation multiplied br 
ed with ~•speot to the variable (r). 

* Un and integrat-
One he.s then: 

-b,, £:1 y,· v,, "' r L7;r u,,~ kc t Iii - £7,":t,, tie 11,1' t J/0 Vi 
rrr) 0 " tor) G:PJ 

+ £';,, 11,,* {(1V'46°11°)u,, ,6,,, +-

(y) 

J.';,. uN J' y,, i•r"J/. -6 1li tie 

I VI) 

Since the function un ls assumea normalized, the 
• first integral on bhe lei't is simply: (1 b ) • (The 

dot over b :!.ndics.tea the time derivative). 

The second integral on the left mcy be disposed 

ot by writing; (using equation (l-6)) 

t'h rr:: { 1i It J,, r t't .!!.-[fi, u,: £4,,€ 'Vi dtl=o lo }r, tit , 0 T 
Integral (I) 1s obviously just (bn~>• 

Integrals. (II) and (V) may be combined as: 

(OJ -t(Y) == br1 1;,,r, ( 6'°V'·+ 6°V 0 - vi) tt n tlr-. 
I> 



and this is equal to, 

1:: ( C') (V'!- y,'J Pn Ar 

and this will be abbreviated to Vnn• 
Integral (IV) and (VI) may be combined in tho 

same manner as (II) and (V) to give: 

(Ill) T (i,1) ;:: l;r u: lbr~t'V,'+ 6° v0 -v0 ) IF.~ tic. 
a, 

"" [ [;,, u: 1/ t v•._ v•) t1 Ve de =' J. le -te line , 

Integral (III) me.J be partially integrated with 
respect to ( & ) to g1vet 

fdru/ { e 1f de "' Ld, v; [e j 'ie 1i de 

-J.dr «:I.; (J.;E' le'"£] 

The first integral on the right 1s z~ro from 

equation (1•6). The order of the integration of the 

second may be interchanged to give: (from Eq.(1--6)) 

[
Cl) jq) "' 

- de dr u,,* J *E' Jli, de' ==o 
0 0 II 

There remains then onl7 Equation (1-7): 
(JO 

(1•7} i Ii b,, -;: h,, En -+ b11 /1,,n + £ ii f£ Vn e. 

b) To derive Eq. (1-a). equation (1-5) in substituted -
into Eq. (l•l), the resulting equation is multiplied 

by and again integrated over the 



the variable (r), snd one has: 

Rep1ac1ng H0 '1n, by (Enun - v1un) 
and H0 v by ( e v£ - v°v6 ) (from Eq. (l-2)). 

!Cht right hand side becomes·: 

b,, E',, {,i, 'fi,"IJn - bn J."',,,, ~': Y'~n r J.b 1,,• J.G, 'If: tie 

- J."ii, 1/j;: [iE Y0 If: ti£. + fe1, ~:u•'y,'+ fi°V 0 ) i,. fin 

+ 1:~ v;,* (,,·I/'.+ ~"yo) lif 'Yi d c. 
o 0 

and oomb1n1ng na before, this becomes: 

= hnE'n [,dr 1J"e,Jt ti,, t b,, (~r ~:' (~0 ; 0 +~·vi'- V''J Un 
o k ,~, 

-,. {d, 'Vi:' (,,·II''+ rv· - v· J 11e Ji + J.d, v;,"[ls e Ve de 
0 

(11) ('111) 

These integrals may be treated sepnretely as follows: 

fr)= b,, it»dt "Jl'e:' ('(y0-v1}un .s b,., Vin 

(11) = (', ~•{vi:..v•) J.\~ de== f.de le vt;,E: £de•~. qt, 

(111) == £,e i;, 1/i! 16 t 'Iii lde , e i(£'-t > =- I.~, t' 



• 
Now solving the left hand side for (1 t; k) and using 

the above d~f1n1tions, one has: . lm it, -I~ == bn lie,, .,. s' f6, + ds' it' ~t!.' 
0 

but this is just Eq. (1 .. e}. 
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